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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

THE GROUP FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PSYCHIATRY has a 
membership of approximately 300 psychiatrists, most of 
whom are organized in the form of a number of working 
committees. These committees direct their efforts toward the 
study of various aspects of psychiatry and the application of 
this knowledge to the fields of mental health and human 
relations. 

Collaboration with specialists in other disciplines has been 
and is one of GAP's working principles. Since the formation 
of GAP in 1946 its members have worked closely with such 
other specialists as anthropologists, biologists, economists, 
statisticians, educators, lawyers, nurses, psychologists, 
sociologists, social workers, and experts in mass communica
tion, philosophy, and semantics. GAP envisages a continuing 
program of work according to the following aims: 

l. To collect and appraise significant data in the fields of
psychiatry, mental health, and human relations

2. To reevaluate old concepts and to develop and test new
ones

3. To apply the knowledge thus obtained for the promotion of
mental health and good human relations

GAP is an independent group, and its reports represent 
the composite findings and opinions of its members only, 
guided by its many consultants. 
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1 
THE ISSUES AND THE CONTEXT 

Assumptions and thesis 

This report seeks to describe and to explain the necessary 
struggle between youth and age over access to power and 
achievement of authority, and to suggest means for coping 
with these human developments. It rests on certain assump
tions: 

First: That inherent in the passage from adoles
cence to adulthood is the inevitable encounter 
between the generations, which often results 
in conflict. 

Second: That this conflict arises from the nature of 
human development in its biologic, psy
chologic, social and cultural dimensions. Both 
the youth and the adults play contributory 
roles. 

Third: That this conflict may be expressed largely in 
covert, fantasized, or symbolic terms, or may 
take form as overt, dramatic, and even violent 
actions. 

Fourth: That the outcome of this conflict is complex 
and shifts with time and setting. It may assume 
varied forms but it always requires adaptations 
on the part of both generations. 

Based on these assumptions, we view the character of the 
conflict as very much an expression of its setting. The con
flict always takes place within a social context. The nature of 
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the fact that this oversimplified "moral" restitution could be 
accomplished only at the cost of equal injustice to even more 
millions of people who live there and have bought their 
homes and businesses there, whose very livelihood and sur
vival now depend upon that same area, and who are innocent 
of any responsibility for the original injustices. 

But the parents who did-and must, in the exercise of 
their rightful responsibilities-undertake to teach morals 
and values to their children cannot escape engagement by 
their children in those same moral terms regarding the qual
ity of their exercise of authority. And if the adults cannot 
"cop out," neither can the young "drop out," without disas
trous consequences to themselves, simply because their parents 
were usually not sufficiently prescient to prepare them for a 
then-nonexistent world. It is not our purpose here to take a 
position on any contemporary moral issue under controversy 
between adolescents and adults, but merely to point out and 
illustrate the often misunderstood nature of this particular 
gap in communication between the generations. 

Over a much longer span of time than that dating to the 
Depression, changes have been taking place in family struc
ture which greatly affect intrafamilial models of authority, 
the nature of the authority exercised by either sex, and the 
modes of and opportunities available for learning to assume 
appropriate authority. Although the nuclear family of pro
creation is fundamental in human biology, the nuclear family 
as an independent social unit is considered to be the excep
tion in cultural history; the extended family is far more 
common. In our own middle-class culture the nuclear family 
as the predominant family unit is a rather recent develop
ment, although in earlier times in this country frontier 
families often functioned without extended family networks. 
Today, extended families remain far more common in cul
tural groups outside the dominant middle class, and may 
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account for some of the strengths to be found in otherwise 
severely disadvantaged circumstances. 

Within the now modal nuclear family, there have been 
changing cultural-historical styles in parent-child relation
ships. For example, in an early American pioneer family, the 
relationship between parents and their children was vastly 
different from that of today. In those agrarian days, a boy 
was constantly around his father, helping with the chores. He 
learned, without thinking, how to become a man, and what it 
was like to be a man. At the same time, a girl was constantly 
with her mother, learning to do what women and mothers 
did. 

One essential feature of the changing family styles within 
our culture has been a massive decline in the stature of the 
father and the devaluation of his authority.* We have lived in 
a patriarchal society. In particular, our family structure has 
been patriarchal. According to our traditions, final authority 
and power in the family were vested in the father. Strength, 
mastery, and knowledge of the outside world, wisdom, moral 
rectitude and moral enforcement, the abstract virtues of 
honor, probity,justice, fair play and heroism-all these were 
attributes of the father. To the child, the father was the final 
authority for impulse control and the curbing of instincts. 
The father was to be feared and respected; ultimately it was 
his physical strength that could be called upon to enforce 
control. In this patriarchal family ideal the father was allied 
with the monotheistic God who appears in the religious 
books as God the Father. 

To the mother fell the role of nurturer, gratifier, soother 
and comforter, and symbol of the erotic sensibilities and 
aesthetic sensitivities. She represented the more emotional 
qualities of warmth, tenderness, forbearance and patience. 

* For an extended discussion of this point, see Galdston. 1 
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The details of intimacy were her province. She mediated 
between father and child, the representative of 11ercy in 
contrast to Justice. 

In this relationship context, the father was dominant. The 
mother honored and obeyed the father. The father provided 
for, protected, and cherished the mother. This, of course, 
describes an idealized image, which real families approached 
in varying degrees. It was, however, the middle and upper 
class official view of appropriate family and sex roles. It 
determined the ways in which they strove to present them
selves publicly and to their children; it influenced their child
rearing philosophies, and it communicated itself with par
ticular force to those upwardly-mobile families determined 
to take their place in the middle class. 

Since the time of the Industrial Revolution, the socioeco
nomic underpinnings of the patriarchal family model have 
been stcadilv eroded. 2 Also, the traditional theological belief 
structure that supported this model has been increasingly 
challenged. Along with this development, many mothers 
found themselves in positions of great controlling power in 
the family, functioning in many ways in the roles of both 
mother and father, as described by Erikson 3 in his discussion 
of the "American Mom". A major portion of the population 
has moved beyond the limitations of the sustenance econ
omy. More to the point, our culture has evolved to a point 
at which the superior physical strength and size of men seem 
to confer less and less real or obvious economic or social 
advantage. 

Women's economic and financial stat.us have risen greatly. 
There have been changes in the legal status of women in the 
direction of equal rights. \\Tomen have come to recognize 
themselves increasingly as fully capable and responsible in 
areas of social and political action. Modern birth control 
techniques have given women effective control over the 
number and timing of offspring; this has permitted a shift of 
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interest to matters outside of the home. Within the home, the 
technology of labor-saving devices has made it possible for 
women both to perform housekeeping functions and to hold 
outside employment. In the past 50 years, the number of 
women who have completed a higher education has swelled 
enormously. Many have attained this education in a coeduca
tional setting, competing successfully with their male con
temporaries. An increasing number of women are restless 
and dissatisfied in their roles of housewife and mother within 
the traditional context. 

At the same time, the very nature of our technological 
mass society has produced an even greater challenge to the 
stature of the father. The nature of the middle-class father's 
work may be highly specialized and technical. It might in
volve him in some form of consultation, or in a position 
within a corporate-administrative hierarchy. In either case, it 
is all too often something remote from or incomprehensible 
to his children. Thus, he may remain the "provider" without 
providing his children with a clear image of what a man does 
to make his way in the world. The long work day, the hours 
of commuting, and the competitive stress of the commercial 
or professional world leave many men depleted. They come 
home with little to contribute to family life. As a result, they 
are insufficiently available to participate in the bread-and
butter parenting, disciplining, and decision-making re:gard
ing their children. 

A caricature of an ineffectual male role is reflected in the 
entertainment media, which so frequently portray father as 
stupid, bumbling, ineffective-a clownish buffoon. From the 
early comic strips such as "Bringing Up Father" and the now 
seemingly eternal "Blondie" to the typical family situation 
comedies on television, one is hard pressed to find one in 
which dad is represented as a man of intelligence, dignity, 
and legitimate authority. In the typical plot line, major family 
crises-often precipitated by some paternal blunder-are ul-
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timately resolved by mom, the teenage daughter, a rescue 
squad of neighborhood kids, or even by some unrealistically 
precocious seven- or eight-year-old. Father is regarded with 
thinly disguised condescension and sometimes affectionate 
contempt. 

Given these unfavorable conditions, the father cannot eas
ily transmit role identity. His basic position in the home has 
traditionally been to provide a valid source of authority to 
deal with social and behavioral issues. How well he can do 
this becomes a function of his personal capacities for 
authority and leadership, and his aptitude to pass on a sense 
of traditional masculine presence to his children in his lim
ited "spare time". 

This does not even touch on the issues that confront the 
poor and minority groups. Here, the opportunities are much 
fewer for men to find any work life with dignity outside the 
home, much less to provide for their families in a satisfactory 
fashion. These serious limitations present enormous obsta
cles to the experience of masculine leadership and authority. 

At the same time that fathers have come to spend less time 
at home, mothers' role as principal childrearing agents have 
expanded. In the home in which father is the economic 
provider and mother remains at home, children of both 
sexes are almost totally reared and conditioned by mother, 
during the early years at least.* A normally nurturing and 
maternal mother "knows," by virtue of her long biological 
heritage of innate maternalism,* that all children are equally 
dear-that is, equally in need of nurturance, and equally able 
to give her pleasure in this. But women do not know how to 
teach boys to become men any more than men know how to 

* While the majority is shrinking, this family c onstellation remain s true for the 

majority of preschool children at least, an estimated 66 per cent of whom (1974 
statistics) have mothers who remain at home. Of the one-third with working

mothers, two-thirds of those mothers are employed full time. 4 

IJ Vide infra, p. 85. 
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teach girls to become women, and every prin11t1ve tribe is 
aware of this fundamental truth.* In an adult competitive 
world operating essentially by values set by men, which his
torically has been, still is, and may remain the norm, men 
know that all people-men or women-are not equal. In 
adult performance, some are better than others, whether in 
strength or in knowledge or in some arduously learned pro
fessional skill. In that world it is not who one is (mother's 
categoricall y loved one), but what one is (in competitive terms 
more typical of male values) that makes the difference. 

It is impossible to believe that the family changes described 
do not have direct bearing upon the specific problems of 
present day adolescents. A child reared chiefly by a tradi
tionally maternal woman may know only that he is lovable or 
in need of love. Thus when such a boy or girl finally meets 
the world outside the family, he wonders why he is not as well 
re�eived as another, or he may respond with outraged and
naive tantrums at not being accorded instant status. 

If it is true that social roles are best taught by those who 
must fulfill them, then a mother-mediated childrearing pat
tern as described above cannot prepare boys for what re
mains, whether for better or worse, an invidiously male 
world. This shift in family balance of authority roles does not 
confer the same disadvantages upon girls. In order to estab
lish a masculine identity, boys must dis-identify with their 
earliest object of identification-mother.5

•
6 When mothers 

and fem ale teachers are forced into the position of being the 
models for virtually all manifestations of authority and 
p�wer, boys are often similarly "forced," in their desperate
effort to forge a sex-specific identity, to repudiate qualities 

� Women, of course, can help boys to grow to cherish their malene�s,just as men are 
important for the development of parallel qualities in girls; but these self concepts 
are of a different m�ntal an_d emotional nature than those germane here. To
whatever extent funct10nal social roles have been a.nd may remain sex-specific, such 
roles are best taught by those who have successfully experienced and fulfilled them. 
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that are essential for adult authoritative function, as well as 
purely human values (such as tenderness, nurt_urant �e
havior, etc.) which inappropriately become associated with 
gender roles. 

In sum, the current mode of our parenting reflects a major 
trend away from patriarchy. This shift carries with it pro
found potential consequences for the psychological devel
opment of children.* Family structure is determined by both 
social and biological factors. It is extremely difficult to sepa
rate these two elements from one another. What emerges 
most clearly, however, is that in the face of profound societal 
influences, the structure of parental family roles in our cul
ture is undergoing highly significant changes. At the same 
time, there is increasingly well-documented evidence that 
there are innate, species-specific biological differences in 
temperament and in specific aptitudes between the sexes.* 

Historically and cross-culturally, cultural positions of real 
status and power (not nominal power as in Victorian 
England) have virtually always fallen to men: the most care
fully researched study finds no genuine exceptions. 7 It is 
against this anthropological background that family 
authority sex roles are changing (and it must be noted that 
historical fact is not an argument against any possible con
structive changes).t D'Andrade8 has reviewed many an
thropological studies, and finds a striking consistent cross
cultural division of labor according to sex in the most diverse 
societies. When one finds predominantly similar behavior 
throughout a species regardless of circumstances, it is un
likely that it is coincidence. It is more likely that such be
haviors are manifestations of species characteristics that are, 
or have been at least, innate. Were the family and social 

* Whether the consequences are brightly promising or grave is an issue of wide 
differences of opinion for which there is as yet insufficient outcome evidence to
allow decisive judgment.
# Sec Appendix A. 
t See pages 85-87. 
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roles under discussion here completely arbitrary or entirely 
learned, one would expect statistically a more random distri
bution. 

Of importance also is the fact that natural selection would 
have favored those traits that allowed for the most effective 
function in the roles into which each sex naturally fit. Mater
nalism is one example. Men are certainly capable of being 
emotionally nurturing, but they cannot be biologically and 
literally nurturing (suckling), and equally certainly they did 
not typically fulfill the maternal role throughout the millions 
of years of evolution. It is a biological truism that the off
spring of any female who lacked the nurturing char
acteristics of maternalism would be less likely to survive. Her 
genes would be less likely to enter the species gene pool. 
Over the more than 150,000 generations of hominid evolu
tion,* the gene pool would come to be dominated by those 
linking maternalism with females. The same might be said 
for all the traits that are cross-culturally sex-specific.* 

None of this background has anything to do with whether 
all of these traditional roles are good or bad, and far less with 

* A relatively conservative estimate, derived by dividing the currently accepted
three million year age of the earliest true hominid fossils by the (probably too long}
generational age of 20 years. 
ti While it has been stated that these data are background and not arguments
against change, the objection might be raised that such data are irrelevant to social
change, and analogous to arguing that it is unnatural for humans to travel faster
than they can run, or that since the human lifespan was probably 18 to 22 years 
during most of evolutionary history it is unnatural to have extended it in recent 
generations. Such oqjections. however, fail to make the necessary distinction be
tween limitations of knowledge and biological species characteristics. :-.!either speed 
of travel nor the difference between a 20 year or a 70 year average life span are 
related to innate biological limitations; neither development required an evolution
ary change in the species, but only the acquisition of sufficient knowledge to make it 
possible. On the other hand, some sex differences and perhaps some sex-specific 
role functions are biological species characteristics, and their changes would then 
require species evolution. It is valid, therefore, to consider issues related to possible
limitations in species flexibility because, if and wherever true species considerations
apply, it is useful to note that Hnrno .<apiens' capacity for knowledge and social and
environmental manipulation can move more rapidly than has (as yet) his hiological
evolution.
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situations, and requires primary attention in treatment plan
ning of any type. 

The anal stage 

During the second and third years of life, the anal period* 
of development, the stage is set for a normal, age
appropriate appearance of another kind of power struggle. 
This is the period of major civilizing when control of body 
functions begins to be formed into the mold of the culture. It 
is also a time for definitive delineation of the self as distinct 
from the caretaker, the self as imitator, actor, doer, and 
controller. It is a time for the delineation of the psychological 
boundaries between the child's body and the parent's. And, 
finally, it is a time for learning both how to oppose and how 
to comply-and it is therefore a fateful time for engaging the 
issues of power and authority. The oral stage exchanges lay 
the groundwork; the anal stage experiences are especially 
influential upon the character of power and authority
related attitudes. 

The inner drives of this period transfer their emphasis 
from oral taking in and biting to anal and urethral holding in 
or letting go and to muscular control of every sort. There is 
a powerful need to act and an equally strong wish to control 
the actions of others. Because the child is able to tolerate 
increased self-reliance and muscular development, but still 
has developed only rudimentary peer relationships, the 
healthy concepts of group play need to be taught and 
enforced by a watchful adult. In other words, a group of 
two-year-olds is essentially a group of individualists; none 

* While this period is still besl known by its now classic name, the anal slage, 
Erikson 8 has expanded the name to "anal-muscular" or "anal-urethral muscular."
This valuable modification calls attention to the fact that the drives and devel
opmental conflicts of this period involve whole body autonomy and muscular 
activity and control-as will be clearly illustrated in the text-and not solely 
s phi ncteric control. 
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has a concept of group mediation. It is this self-centered, 
possessive, aggressive behavior-normal in toddlers-that is 
the mark of anal phase regression in many thwarted adults. 

Territoriality and ownership become serious issues--there 
are treasured possessions, transitional objects, and staked out 
areas of ownership or domination. A sense of individual self 
develops with defined borders and specific identity. The 
child learns what it is like to be invaded, both literally as with 
an enema or injections, and figuratively in terms of psy
chologic boundaries as through physical restraint or the tak
ing away of toys. Negative behavior is a commonplace, and 
yields to compliance only after some assertion of individual
ity in the form of an initial refusal. Rage, aggression, and 
violence are not uncommon expressions during this devel
opmental stage, and tantrums, destructive activity, and 
cruelty are often encountered. 

This is the stage when action seems to become the domi
nant mode of expression; it plays a major role in com
munication, relationship, and reality mastery. A remarkable 
number of muscle patterns must be learned and sub
jected to socializing forces. During this time the child gets 
what is apparently a primary satisfaction from doing things 
with his body and muscles. Toddlers are often busy and 
active people. Moreover, there is a profound need to master 
reality through action, to explore the dimensions of one's life 
space, to touch, handle, push, pull, manipulate, and gener
ally come to develop a relationship to the world through 
kinetic exchange. Social reality, too, comes to be known by 
learning where the boundaries are between self and sibling, 
self and caretaker, self and peer. There is an evident need to 
experiment with and to explore what it means and how it 
feels to move in on others, to invade their boundaries, and 
take their possessions, as well as how it feels to have one's 
own boundaries invaded. 

Another vital socializing activity of the time, although in-
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volving many complex steps, is the attaching of verbal names

and associations to feelings and to behavior. The child begins

to learn to connect muscle patterns with verbal sequences.

Words come to initiate or evoke all sorts of control of, or at

least interferences with, the former relatively free thrust of

impulse. Some may be as simple as "no-no"; others take the

intricate form of, "You must let mommy know when you

want to make peepee." The child hears them from the par

ents and begins the stepwise processes of internalization that

will contribute to the later formation of the superego.

With words, -it becomes increasingly possible to shift from a

primary power-linked relationship style to one with a more

symbolic authority-dominated character. Words auto

matically incline the user toward the conceptual, the abstract,

the symbolic. They can take the place of things and actions,

and they become vehicles for emotion. The wish to be loved

by the parent and to be held in good regard begins to move

into the forefront. One can now talk about things, declare

love, obtain reassurance; the earlier fears of destruction or

abandonment can also be put into words, reassurances can be

heard, and the fears can lose some of their immediacy. Thus,

at the very height of the power struggle, the gradual trans:

formation of the relationship toward an authority-dominated

exchange is taking place. The way becomes open for issues in

a relationship to move away from: "Since my parent is

stronger and bigger than me, will my parent keep me safe or

allow me to perish?" and begin to approach: "Is my parent to

be respected and obeyed because she helps me feel good?"

More to the point: can one discuss things with one's parent,

make one's wishes known, argue one's cause, and thus learn

to experience and assert authority as well? It is often possible

to carry out a valid process of verbal negotiation with very

young children. 
Obviously this shift will take place only under favorable

conditions. Issues concerning power are particularly cogent
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at this age in terms of the strengths of the toddler's drives 
and the struggle with controls in managing them, and the 
youngster is more prone to act and to provoke action. Where 
circumstances are not favorable, the opportunity is also 
present for development to be dominated by nonverbal pat
terns. A sudden slap without warning, an abrupt ejection 
from a scene of interaction, the use of words as assaultive 
weapons rather than as conveyors of meaning about limits 
and controls, the violent manhandling when some adult or 
larger sibling loses control-all the many elements of "action 
orientation" are also best taught at this stage. Thus, the 
power orientation can be augmented as well as transformed, 
depending on how the child is reared. 

Because of the daily struggle with drives and their control, 
the toddler relies to an extraordinary extent on the caretaker 
to help him in this critical arena. The same kinds of aggres
sive or sometimes violent nonverbal behavior by those from 
whom he needs to learn control clearly have the opposite 
effect. The child's level of development inclines him to inter
pret events in aggressive or violent terms even when they are 
merely determined and forceful, and this lends special color 
to his later behavior. Developmental data suggest that what is 
perceived passively as spectator or victim at this time of life is 
frequently reproduced years later as a character trait of 
aggressive action. From feeling powerless, he reverses roles 
to strive to feel powerful through action and force. 

Magical thinking becomes enmeshed with patterns of im
pulse control and environmental mastery; the elaborate bed
time rituals of many toddlers speak vividly for the need and 
use such youngsters have for magic. The prime purpose, of 
course, of all magic is to exert power over reality. For the 
child who feels so small and helpless, especially in the face of 
inner pressure, compulsive sequences of all sorts, cere
monies, special things that are said and done, may well be his 
chief means of coping with inner and outer demands. On the 
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which the child is the doer rather than the one to whom 
something is done. 

There are children who learn early that their most eff ec
tive coping techniques and best defenses against unfulfilled 
needs lie in the expression of rage. Anger can be used as a 
defense against many conflicted or more risky emotions; it 
may seem the safest of all possible feelings. If one is angry, he 
is less vulnerable to being taken advantage of, to being 
mocked, scorned, or hurt. For the child, the logic of the 
angry position is impeccable. Thereafter any welling up of 
yearnings for closeness or comfort are likely to lead to an 
angry outburst or, in an older child, to a bout of vandalism. 
If rejection seems inevitable, it feels better to appear to cause 
that rejection through offensive anger than to be at the 
mercy of it. In wrath there is the illusion of dignity, self
respect, strength. Above all, anger wards off one of the most 
painful of human feelings; the sensation of helplessness. In 
brief, in anger there is a possibility of power. 

The impact of such a stance on parent-child interaction is 
self-evident. If attempts at closeness lead to angry reactions, 
and attempts at reproof provoke rage, there is little left as 
neutral territory where parent and child can meet to resolve 
legitimate authority issues without fighting. The youngster 
who may have passively accepted his lot during his first year 
of life might begin to fight back in the second or third. 
Where the younger child might withdraw or fall asleep, the 
toddler will become muscularly excited, goaded into noisy 
and aggressive activity, and thus sometimes become the 
target for additional manhandling. Often a parental re
sponse that is intended to be corrective ends up as assaultive. 

Like the oral phase, anal phase problems in adolescence 
can take their character from sphincteric function directly, 
from associated training and behavioral sets, and from ego
connected developmental events characteristic of that time of 
life. It is not unusual for enuresis to persist into the teens, but 
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soiling does become relatively uncommon after puberty
although occasionally there are cases where this persists. 
Much more commonly, dirtiness, sloppiness, verbal soiling 
through scatological speech, and messiness in body care, 
clothes, or manner of dealing with the immediate surround
ings can continue directly from unresolved anal problems; 
from early childhood onward the individual is a slob. While 
this might gratify some covert wish within the parental un
conscious, the child is unaware of that aspect. It is on the 
whole calculated to provoke a never-ending sense of irrita
tion and frustration in most parents. Without doing anything 
else that smacks of overt rebellion, the youngster who deter
minedly clings to expressions of anality in his appearance, 
demeanor, and habits can maintain an intense authority 
struggle with his parents in which he is almost inevitably the 
victor. 

Where the childhood sphincteric pattern has been one of 
retention and constipation, the adolescent is likely to be a 
stubborn person, set in his ways, and easily triggered into 
digging in his heels and refusing to cooperate. The way to 
power for him is to withhold assent, and his position of 
choice is, "I won't! You can't make me!" Any kind of parental 
address is in danger of being perceived as an attempt to force 
him to comply and to this he responds instantly by 
negativism and unyielding refusal. This is often true even in 
areas where the parents' and the teenager's wishes coincide. 
Thus, even a youth who enjoys music may give up practicing 
his instrument or taking lessons if this activity is highly 
valued by the parents and gets swept up in the power strug
gle between the generations. Academic achievement is fre
quently another innocent bystander, victimized by the need 
to defeat the parents in an endeavor prized by them. Fortu
nately, this is not the usual case; indeed, many a gifted 
youngster will use his talent or competence to get himself out 
of the house and find his rewards away from home. 
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The key to much of this complex and disturbing behavior 
is identity formation in the anal phase. Since this is the 
period in life when separation and individuation are the 
important goals of ego work, it is the striving for autonomy 
that becomes the hallmark of daily interaction. 9 In the teens, 
once again this sequence replays; many youngsters go to 
inordinate lengths to achieve a sense of separateness and 
some version of independence. The working out of this need 
is one of the origins of authority conflicts. The following are 
only a few of the numerous axes along which this work of 
separation is conducted, but they can serve as illustrations. 

In adolescence the earliest and the easiest way to detach is 
to turn against the former supporter and to devalue or to 
oppose him; this intrapsychic maneuver simultaneously de
f ends against the equally natural tendency to remain com
fortably dependent. This is the classic teenage picture of 
finding peripheral and minor ways to challenge parental 
authority. Usually it confines itself to safe areas--dothes, 
hair, etc. 

But it is not the only way; both the child and the adolescent 
have other possibilities as well. To protect against loss and 
loneliness in the separation-individuation phase, the child 
can continue to cling in some way. He can retain the memory 
of the grandiose, idealized mother image, and continue to 
look at adults in this way, or to think of him or herself in 
these terms. When one does this, a part of oneself or of 
important people around one remains larger than life
superhuman. 

From this vantage point we can view the movement 
through this anal phase as a gradual sorting out of the 
grandiose unity of symbiosis into two component portions. 
The psychoanalytic concept of narcissistic developm�nt
suggests a very specific course for this aspect of personahty 
unfolding. 10 The power and grandeur inherent in the very 
nature of the symbiotic context can become in some measure 
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internalized; the now separated child is himself or herself a 
bearer of grandeur, the self is megalomaniacally perceived 
and valued. One feels powerful, superior, commanding
two-year-olds in the grip of such emotions are literally un
realistic, ready to run away on their own or to do battle with 
the parents over some refusal. The child gives orders, or falls 
shrieking to the ground in a wild tantrum of frustrated 
arrogance if subjected to physical limits. Given good child
rearing, th_is narcissistic stance is gradually tempered in 
later years so that the individual is filled with a strong sense 
of self-confidence and self-worth, and at the same time pur
sues high ideals. 

This level of maturity may not be present during the teens, 
however. At this period, it is not rare, especially when under 
stress, for a boy or girl to talk and think in grandiose terms. 
Where the youngster embarks upon a project, it is bigger 
than anyone else's, bigger than the room in which he began 
it. If he seeks revenge, it is in terms of getting gangs of 
friends to join him in a mass assault which will utterly destroy 
the opponent. If there is interference with some wished-for 
project, the youngster is ready to take it to the mayor, or the 
president, or the superintendent of the hospital. The adoles
cent is all too ready to dig in and take an unrealistic stand: 
"Nobody can tell me what to do! I'm the only one who has a 
right to decide anything about myself!" He will speak as 
though he is all-powerful, or has a right to be. There is an 
exaggerated disdain for authority. For most youngsters this 
sort of hyperbole is merely an overblown statement of a wish 
for more autonomy. For the more disturbed, it is evidence of 
their swollen, narcissistic self-perception. 

The alternative adaptive form is to externalize the grandi
osity, to project it all onto the parent. Then one develops an 
attitude of submissiveness and compliance to the adult, The 
child has been able to get past the full sense of unity and 
fusion, but retains a dependent link to the parent through 
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obedience and compliance. Such youngsters are unnaturally 
good and provide little stress to the caretaker. This sort of 
adaptation probably lends itself to later dependent authority 
relationships; the youth continues to see certain figures as 
heroes or tyrants of more or less grandiose proportions, and 
toward whom he continues to be submissively yielding. 

There may frequently be a vacillation between personal 
grandiosity and uncritical idealization of significant others; 
the child shifts unpredictably back and forth from arrogant 
demandingness to servile compliance. In his teens the 
youngster is amazed and confused to find feel in gs of worth
lessness, self-abasement, an extraordinary sensitivity to criti
cism standing shoulder to shoulder with self-importance, 
fantasies of grandeur, and a secret-or not so secret-sense 
of looking down on everyone from a vantage point of pa
tronizing superiority. 

When there is healthy progress in these narcissistic devel
opments, they slowly descend from their post-symbiotic 
heights to an ever more realistic level where neither one's own 
narcissism nor that projected upon others is of excessive 
proportions. Under optimal conditions, this primitive narcis
sism forms the basis of the ego ideal and continues to operate 
as a positive force in personal behavior thereafter. It serves 
as a guide; a leading image toward which one can strive. In 
projected form, it allows for enough idealization of others so 
that they can serve as models. It furnishes the future adoles
cent with his earliest source for the crucial work of mature 
ideal formation. 

Reflections of anal conflicts in 
parental behavior 

For the parents, there are a variety of responses that may 
emerge from unresolved conflicts dating to the anal phase. A 
child can be regarded as a possession, prized or despised, an 
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object to be collected (the large family is pointed to as "quite a 
collection") or an item to be gotten rid of. 

Parents, too, can be still struggling with unresolved resi
dues of the separation-individuation process. Their parent
ing may be dominated by the need to find their own inde
pendence from the child. The major concern is "getting 
away" and "having a life of one's own." The child is experi
enced as a clinging, entrapping entity against which the par
ent must fight to achieve his autonomy. �uch parental neg
lect is a direct product of a continuing struggle with such 
unfinished developmental business. The original individua
tion problems provide the scenario, and only the stage upon 
which it is acted is dif

f

erent. In some instances, the occasional 
eruption of child abusing behavior is the reenactment by a 
physically overpowering adult of the tantrum of the over
whelmed two-year-old struggling with his autonomy con
flicts. 

Where issues about loss of their own parents' love have 
continued to fester as nagging, hurting presences in the 
parents' psychic life, this concern may be displaced into fear 
of loss of the child's love and can create an endless state of 
parental uncertainty. How is one to prevent such loss of 
love-how can one set limits on a child when the constant 
worry is that "he won't like me if I displease him"? When the 
child can fill the parent with anxiety by indicating displea
sure and threatening to withdraw his affection, what power is 
thus vested in him! The hapless parent is once more the 
potential victim, and the ensuing pattern of childrearing will 
obviously sacrifice discipline and control to seduction and 
overgratification. 

For the child, it is inescapable that he will entertain similar 
expectations from all future relationships, and he will be 
filled with baffled, uncomprehending, narcissistic resent
ment whenever he fails to exert similar power. Thus, where 
the parental position is one of helpless fear of their own 
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authority, when they feel altogether controlled by the child, 
always at his beck and call, ever attending to his whims and 
struggling to gratify his every wish, all the power is thrust 
into the hands of the children. Such children's development 
is sure to be skewed. Instead of becoming victims or rebels, 
such youngsters become the tyrants. They take their control 
for granted, and, depending on the severity of the parental 
problem, they become more or less unable to cope with the 
inevitable frustrations that come with growth. As teenagers 
they are likely to be contemptuous, demanding, arrogant, 
selfish, and bossy, a combination designed to keep the gener
ation gap from closing, and not calculated to endear them 
either to adults or to their own peers. 

Another dimension of parental problem may be the over
idealization of the child. This problem may represent anal 
fixations (inappropriate overvaluation of their own bodily 
products), or disturbed narcissistic development (unresolved 
grandiosity is projected upon the child as representative of 
their perfect selves). For example, the child can be viewed 
from the outset as without blemish or flaw. Not only can he 
do no wrong, but he is praised to the skies and given to 
understand that he is different from other people-special, 
better. If there is by chance some external reality such as 
choice lineage, unusual talent, or exceptional physical ap
pearance, the idealization may focus on that. But no external 
reality need be there; the child is better because he is part of 
mother or father, and therefore inherently better. Later, one 
is likely to encounter another version of the grandiose, nar
cissistic teenager. 

The other side of the idealized child is, of course, the 
devalued one. This, too, can have anal origins (disgust for 
one's bodily products) as well as narcissistic ones. It is no 
great rarity for a parent not to like a given child. It becomes 
much more serious when there is a narcissistic core to the 
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relationship, and the grandiosity is retained by father or 
mother; the child is devalued, not good enough. Under these 
circumstances, the parent may do his duty toward the 
youngster, but the message gets across, and that child grows 
up with as great a degree of self-hate as his idealized coun
terpart may be possessed of self-love. Similarly, the child who 
is devalued because the parent cannot value that which is 
part of himself is stunted in the development of self-worth. 
Neither beginning will make it easy to bridge the generation 
gap in later years. In particular, the devalued child lacks all 
power; he is helpless and lacks both an inner and a parentally 
recognized basis from which to negotiate and achieve in
creasing personal authority. 

The struggle for control that is so much a part of anal 
phase management can have special impact on a parent 
whose primary perception of his offspring· centers around 
the need for total control and total obedience. The conse
quence of this parental style on children is considerable, and 
by adolescence there are inevitably adaptational difficulties. 
The youngster may submit and be terrified of the parent and 
afraid to express any vestige of autonomy; or he may rebel so 
that the parents' approval is the "kiss of death" for every
thing from skirt length to career choice. In less extreme 
situations, compromise solutions can emerge as when the 
youngster learns how to give the parent the semblance of 
obedience and compliance demanded while he covertly goes 
about doing what he pleases (and what he pleases is exactly 
what the parent most disapproves of). Of course, this implies 
that enough latitude was left in the childrearing to allow for 
some flexibility and for the survival of alternative modes of 
behavior. Or, a youngster might alternate modes of behavior 
between doing and undoing, episodically complying, then 
defensively defying, and, in turn filled with guilt, returning 
to comply again and to start the cycle once ri-iore. 
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and can be one of the sources of indiscriminate sexuality 
(with attendant risk of pregnancy or VD), and running away 
from home. 

Males are not the only apparent wielders of power and 
authority. The visible anatomical facts of female breasts and 
childbearing must also be dealt with. These attributes be
come associated with power issues that are uniquely female. 
Mother's breasts are as visually impressive as is father's penis. 
Mother is the food provider in most homes regardless of her 
suckling status. But for the child, boy or girl, who witnesses 
mother nursing a younger sibling or who is dimly aware of 
having once been nourished by those breasts, the breasts take 
on a virtually magical food-giving and co•mforting power. 
And the power to give likewise implies the power to with
hold. 

Either parent can be fantasied as the giver or withholder of 
a penis. In mother's case, she is similarly the "arbitrary" 
dispenser of the other bodily sources of power-care, nur
ture, and control. And inseparable from the anatomical 
emblems of female power are the realities of parental 
presence or absence, and of discipline .. Thus both nurture 
and creativity can become associated with femaleness
female breasts and the female reproductive body. And, 
under current patterns of childrearing, so may the brute 
power of physical discipline. The associations thus begun 
and fixed in this phase of development are only 
strengthened when children move into their early school 
years. The authority of the teacher, the power of approval 
and disapproval, and disciplinary power remain the province 
largely of females. The lesson is even more forcefully driven 
home �s little boys find themselves so often judged by stan
dards derived from the behavior of normal little girls, who 
tend to be more verbal, more compliant, less disruptively 
rambunctious. 

Many of the repercussions in the later adolescent struggles 
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with power and authority consequent upon these associations 
with female anatomy and physiology are quite similar to 
those described with regard to phallic power. There is both 
the healthy identification which spurs adolescent strivings 
toward productivity and creativity, and also the envious 
anger that fires repudiations, denunciations, furious verbal 
attacks, and personally and socially destructive acting out. 
Pathologically premature sexuality in girls and willful early 
pregnancy may be fueled by the wish to wrest inappropri
ately the power of creativity from mother. 

There are healthy facets as well as disturbances in adoles
cents' efforts to cope with those authority issues that are best 
understood in female rather than in purely phallic male 
terms. Since creativity and productivity in contemporary 
society have such strong unconscious female elements, these 
qualities require acceptance of and identification with these 
female components. For both sexes, the legitimate authority 
that comes with productive academic achievement and crea
tive intelligence and with the nurturant qualities inherent in 
the preparation for socially constructive functions and 
professions-medicine, for one example-implies that the 
healthy exercise of authority requires the ability to identify 
with and to internalize both masculine and feminine qual
ities. 

The way is not always smooth, however. Envy and defiance 
of female power underlie many of adolescent boys' deroga
tory and rebellious attitudes toward their mothers; avoidance 
of reawakened oedipal temptations is not their sole determi
nant. Unresolved conflicts reflecting a fear or resentment of 
female qualities may cause indifference toward school per
formance and intellectual development, hostility toward such 
social demands, and in the more severe instances, school 
failure and dropout. Boys who despair of ever achieving the 
power they ascribe to women may become th� passive drift
ers, the wistfully out-of-date flower children forever seeking 
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stages oflif e. In addition, even though the girl's phallic phase 
healthily leaves no damaging traces because it is contrary to 
her innate femaleness, where the girl-mother relationship 
has been pathogenic, the girl's resentment can, as previously 
described, lead to serious authority-defiant behavior. 

The healthy outcome of the Oedipus complex for both 
sexes is consonant with their biologically innate male or 
fem ale development, and these early heterosexual feelings 
do not become reversed, denied, nor defiantly retained. The 
parent as object of those feelings is relinquished; they come 
under the sway of the superego, and move toward eventual 
expression in the choice of extraf amilial sexual objects and · 
marital partner. Under normal conditions they are fated to 
be lived out with appropriate objects and gratified. They will 
make for lust, for love, and for tenderness. 

Some aspects of the Oedipus complex continue to influ
ence relationships with parents during adolescence, often 
manifested in authority interactions. It is characteristic of 
early adolesence that oedipal objects are closer to conscious
ness, and as puberty advances, these ideas are brought to the 
surface with a sort of naked immediacy that can precipitate 
outbursts of negativistic, provocative behavior. It often hap
pens, for example, that as a boy masturbates, during his 
moments of erotic excitement, he might find himself fan
tasizing mother or sister, or someone like them. His need to 
disown the thought leads him to reject mother or sister as a 
defense; he picks a fight with them, acts provocatively toward 
them, will not talk to the one or the other, and in general 
turns against them in a manner that appears to them to be as 
uncalled for as it is incomprehensible. But he needs distance, 
and the hostility and disobedience may be the only way he 
knows at the moment to achieve that end. 

The smooth course of development may be punctuated by 
mother's pregnancy and the arrival of a new baby. The 
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phallic youngster's mind is filled with endless theories and 
speculations about how the baby got in there, how it will get 
out, how it grows, whose it is, and so on. Given warm, ma
ture, and realistic parental handling, such issues can be dealt 
with well, masler·ed, and leave the youngster in a state of 
heightened competence and control. For many children, 
however, whose preparation for phallic-oedipal concerns 
and events has been deficient, there is a measure of narcissis
tic defeat with such events. Thus, the boy who felt mother 
loved him most of all, and who then must face the realization 
that mother is "replacing" him with another baby, and with 
father's baby at that, might view this as a bitter and humiliat
ing personal disappointment. 

This sequence will play its role in his teens when he seems 
driven by an unending compulsion to disappoint his parents 
in turn. They want respect and he is foul-mouthed, they 
value propriety and he makes the neighbor's daughter preg
nant, they emphasize family togetherness and he moves out 
to live with "hippies," they consider education important and 
he drops out of school. Point by point he frustrates and 
negates their every yearning, just as he felt they did to him 
once upon a time. From being helpless he becomes all
powerful by utilizing a most tragic and influential interper
sonal power maneuver: self-destruction. 

In adolescence, the phallus-fixated girl who unconsciously 
fantasies getting back the penis that she imagines was taken 
away can feel a peculiar pressure to take things from the 
open counter of the department store, particularly things 
that will adorn her body like sweaters, skirts, jewelry, or 
underwear. She does not know that she is repetitively using 
inappropriate, and therefore unsuccessful, techniques to re
pair her fantasied d amage. The boy who is struggling with 
similar penis-deprivation, penis-humiliation concerns, will 
similarly steal clothes, books, ornaments-he too will adorn 
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unaware of what to stress and to insist upon in their later 
parental roles and took for granted that their children would 
learn the lessons of latency as easily as they themselves did. 
Thus, for their own children, a lack of realistic demands by 
adult authorities and a seeming absence of real world conse
quences appeared to characterize their interactions with 
authority both at home and in school. At the same time this 
same cohort of children was being actively exposed to world 
and cultural changes and to drastically different social 
philosophies that often served to undermine their insuffi
ciently reinforced commitment to the work tasks of latency. 

Considering again the effects of early or late pubertal 
maturation upon the time available for latency tasks, the 
reflections in parental functioning of these differences in 
latency accomplishments suggest themselves readily. The 
more authoritarian father may contribute to greater utiliza
tion of the socializing and work-learning opportunities of 
latency, but his need for control will impair his children's 
learning their own inner controls; he is unlikely to facilitate 
his own de-idealization, which is so necessary in later latency. 
Authority will not easily pass from him to his teenage chil
dren, and their increased sexuality will strike him in a vul
nerable area and exacerbate the power-authority conflicts. 

Mothers, of course, can also be authoritarian and over
controlling, though whether for the same reasons is not 
known. Such parents may be fixated at a latency phase life 
style and character structure, one characterized by "good 
boy-good girl" and "law and order" value systems, ref erred 
to as conventional morality by Kohlberg. 29 Studies suggest 
that shockingly few adults in this culture ever develop be
yond that stage, 30 and one can expect that latency phase 
parents will foster the same developmental deficits in their 
children. 

We have discussed the problems that can arise in a latency 
child who loses or has lost a parent. In his own later parent-
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ing, the adult may strive to live up to his own grandiose 
perception of his parent in the eyes of his own children, thus 
making it difficult for them to moderate their own fantasies 
of omnipotence, and laying the foundation for intense and 
painful authority conflicts when the unprepared-for disillu
sionment inevitably occurs. Or, conversely, he may not 
present himself as someone of value to identify with if exces
sive devaluation of the lost parent disturbed his development 
of his own self-esteem. 

When oedipal and pregenital wishes are not successfully 
tempered and socialized in the resolution of the Oedipus 
complex and by means of the developmental opportunities 
of latency, there remain deficiencies in the youngster's 
superego. In later life, the exigencies of social existence and 
the needs for social acceptance may act as external forces of 
sufficient strength to prevent the direct behavioral ex
pressions of these wishes by the adults who harbor them, or 
guilt may have caused their repression, but the wishes con
tinue to exist unconsciously in their original and emotionally 
charged form. As parents, they may nonverbally encourage 
their children to act out those disavowed desires, resulting in 
asocial or delinquent or self-damaging behavior in children 
who otherwise do not display antisocial character structures 
and whose parents do not overtly model unacceptable be
havior. 31 

As in all stages of development, there are qualitative dif
ferences in the damage done to parental function by phase
specific developmental failures. In latency the child is al
ready significantly a part of the extrafarnilial environment 
and culture, and now the unsettled developmental business 
adds a more clearly operational aspect. The child not only 
has emotional difficulties; he also does not learn the cogni
tive skills to operate in the social setting of legitimate 
authority issues. He does not cognitively conceptualize what 
he needs and is missing nor, often, even credit its impor-
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tance. As a parent, if his earlier developmental stages were 
more secure, he may admirably fulfill the tiny child's affec
tive and nurturant needs, but he would be more lacking in 
both the knowledge and the social authority (the power to 
affect the cultural institutions that are now instrumental in 
his child's development) to make it possible for that child to 
achieve the optimal degree of ego development uniquely 
available during latency. Latency is a time when good parent
ing increasingly includes community effectiveness as well as 
healthy childrearing. 

Conclusion 

Much of this chapter has discussed the psychoanalytic view
point of development that is already well known to be
havioral specialists, but not as well known to other pro
fessionals, even though the words and the names are famil
iar. Within the limits of our collective competences, we have 
incorporated socioeconomic and interactional material, fully 
mindful that cultural and other factors bulk larger than can 
be given full treatment in this chapter. But our special focus 
has been upon childhood origins, and those, even though 
they take place within a particular culture or subculture, 
occur primarily within the intimate intrapsychic develop
ment and interpersonal relationships of individual children 
and their individual families. 

However, we consider this as more than a review, and is 
therefore useful and necessary even for many professionals 
in our own field. We are not aware of a similar attempt at the 
specific synthesis of relevant aspects of developmental 
dynamics with particular later manifestations of adolescent 
and parental attitudes toward power and authority. 

An overview of this synthesis reveals a progression from 
more global to more discrete influences affecting intergen
erational authority conflicts, from privately intrapsychic and 
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narrowly familial interpersonal dynamics to those involving 
larger numbers of people, broader cognitive awareness of 
social realities, and increasingly complex alternative re
sponses. This is reflected both in the nature and quality of 
the child's original reactions and in his later emotional, char
acterological, and behavioral manifestations. Thus, oral stage 
influences, necessarily preverbal and more all-embracing, 
are seen to have the potential for attitudes and conflicts that 
are both more pervasive and less accessible to verbal inter
vention. This is as true in their manifestations in adult paren
tal attitudes as in those shown by children and adolescents. 

It is unnecessary to trace further the changes through the 
different stages of development, but it is important to point 
out in summary that the origins we have described have 
relevance on both sides of the conflicts with which this report 
is concerned. It is not only the adolescents engaged in in
tergenerational power and authority struggles who are re
vealing through their behavior and emotions the patterns 
and limitations enforced by their earlier experiences; the 
adults with whom they are in conflict. respond also out of the 
wealth or the poverty of their own developmental prepara
tion for exercising and passing on authority. Hence, this 
chapter underscores the crucial point that no such intergen
erational conflict can be understood primarily in terms of the 
adolescents' immaturity and developmental deficits. The 
constructive resolution of such conflict must also recognize 
that many parents and other adults have their own devel
opmental deficits that help shape the character of the trou
bled interaction and that require complementary modifica
tion. 
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parents can have a most unfortunate, vicious cycle character. 
Where there is a lack of mutual experience with functionally 
earned authority, the authority and credibility gap tends to 
widen. Parents' uncertainties are magnified, and this 
weakens their capacity to function with genuine authority. 
Most harmful of all, adolescents and their parents may dis
engage from each other, abandoning the interactional 
ground where growth and change can occur. So many of the 
authority-related issues--education, work, sex, drugs-are 
sufficiently complex and lacking in clear answers or 
guidelines that the young require parents who can stay with 
them in confronting and solving problems. Parents who de
f end themselves by disengagement and by the use of 
authoritarian pronouncements neglect their responsibility 
and become models of non-authority. 

At best, the rapidity of cultural change and the complexity 
of the current issues make the content of any specific stance 
uncertain and open to question. This, as indicated earlier, 
focuses on the importance of the process by which adolescents 
gain access to power or authority, and on the quality of 
parental guidance in relation to how to be responsible. Par
ental disengagement teaches neither the content nor the 
process of authority, but rather how to be irresponsible. 

Authority and student-school conflicts 

Student revolt, as a relatively expectable behavior, has long 
been common in European universities. In this country, it 
began to gain currency in universities in more destructive 
form in the '60s and swept like prairie-fire through our 
colleges. Even that, however, was more understandable, and 
more acceptable, to most adults, than the emergence of simi
lar behavior by "children" in high schools. 

The traditional hierarchical posture in both junior and 
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senior high schools has been virtuallv a teacher
administration dictatorship, with students p�ssessing mini
mal or token authority. To the adults involved, this is logical 
because until one has learned, one cannot be expected to 
know what one should learn. Students are regarded as chil
dren, albeit older ones, for whom the staff functions in loco

parentis. There are also rewards for the involved adults. Such 
a structure reinforces their sense of knowledge and wisdom 
(the preservation of which is a vested interest), and it affords 
them the comfort of avoiding self-questioning. Another sig
nificant reward is the simple pleasure of being dominant. 

For youths set in the traditional mold the system is logical 
for much the same reasons: They associate knowledge and 
authority with full adulthood, and assume that by learning 
what adults have to teach, they will reap rewards that are 
both real and adaptively valuable. Moreover, there are also 
compensations for their nonauthoritative role. They are ap
proved for conforming, and they have their own vested 
interest in nonresponsibility. For these youngsters, a great 
deal of regressive pleasure is associated with additional years 
of carefree play and the postponing of the overwhelming 
confrontation with unshielded realitv. 

For many other young people, of �ourse, there is ambiva
lence over this prolongation of childhood. As mentioned 
earlier, the academic track is probably appropriate for only a 
minority of young people. For the m;;�jorit.y, school means an 
enforced segregation from productive and rewarding tasks 
in the larger world. This is both emotionally frustrating and 
maturationally stultifying. 

More and more teenagers arc challenging adult authoritv 
at even the junior high school level. In terms of real adaptiv� 
consequences, perhaps the most important change is the 
students' demand for a greater voice in policy decisions. This 
includes decisions about course material (the insistence upon 
"relevance"), instructional format, disciplinary dispensations, 
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and administrative matters such as racial ratios of students
and teachers.

It is vital to recognize that we cannot make blanket �val�a
tions of such student positions. For example, a mmonty
student may demand more attention and recogniti?n for his
group and its history, and refuse to go to school m _pro�est
because he feels these issues are being neglected. It 1s often
evident that he has a real complaint. In order to dramatize it,
however, he is utilizing a mechanism that is immature and
ultimately self-damaging. To complicate matters furt�e:, th� valid complaint may be one that is much discussed w1thrn h�scultural group. These preoccupations may blind him and his
group to ongoing curriculum revisions in his school that are
actually designed to meet these very needs. On the other
hand he could be up against a genuinely backward school.
Rega;dless of whether the sch?ol is �rogressive or backward,
if he should then join with other disgruntled students ai:id
commit a violent and destructive act, the upshot may be qmte
unpredictable. This could result in constructive changes in
that school-a "good" end justifying a "bad" means? Equally
likely, there may be a reactionary backlash, resulting in a loss
of progress made in this and in other s�hools.. Without at this point considering (or d1scountmg) the irra
tionality in the adults' reaction, such a negative consequence
usually follows upon the regressive roots �f the stude�ts'
violence. Usually different for each student m a destrucuve
gang, such violence may reflect the omnipotent imme�iacy
of the demandingness of an orally fixated youth, the irra
tional demand for immediate autonomy of one who has
regressed under stress to the anal-muscular_ phase, or ego
ideal pathology in another who expects ommpot�nt perfec
tion from the idealized adults and hates them with equally
intense passion whenever they fail to make reality perfect
instantaneously.

It is to be understood that in such minority group exam-
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ples as cited, the realities of socioeconomic deprivation typi
cally interfere with healthy development and leave many
such adolescents vulnerable to fixation and regression. Also,
while granting the validity of many minority student com
plaints, we hold the position that violence by anyone is dif
ficult to regard as a constructive solution except perhaps as a
truly last resort. We also recognize that student violence in
general is more often committed by majority culture students
than by minorities. And we are here making a definite dis
tinction between destructive violence and constructive forms
of student activism. Student violence, especially among early
adolescents, is very seldom dignified by the mature percep
tion that all less damaging avenues have truly been
exhausted; it characteristically has inappropriate and regres
sive intrapsychic origins that make it impossible for those
adolescents to comprehend progressive compromises as
genuine victories. In other words, there is often a char
acteristically adolescent blend of the childish and the mature,
the rational and the irrational, in such student rebellion.
Simplistic solutions are no better than simplistic demands or
the simplistic intransigence of school authorities.

The authority struggles in high schools often follow a
characteristic pattern. There is a breakdown of respect for
teachers and administration, and a discarding of commonly
accepted restraints on behavior and interaction. Adolescents
who have had disappointing or traumatic experiences with
authority figures-inadequate parents, indifferent teachers,
brutal police-are prone to overgeneralize their experience.
As described earlier, some parents with unresolved phallic
conflicts are unable to regard their children except as ful
fillments of their own unconscious fantasies. So intent is the
parent on self-fulfillment that the child is given no voice
regarding his own needs. He learns that his parent(s) will not
hear him, and in reactive anger he turns against all parental
and adult wishes and values.
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This is but one developmental origin for the tendency of
some adolescents to displace their anger and distress from
their specific personal experience onto adult society as a
whole. In this way, the entire cultural value system may
become devalued in their eyes. The youngsters engage
blatantly and provocatively-in a series of disapprov_ed activi
ties and there is a loss of interest in the value of achievement
per .;e. Here, we are painfully struck by our ethnocentric bias:
Who is to assess the future adaptive value of a work-and
achievement ethic in a culture that some think may soon no
longer need as many workers? . . 

At the college and university level, these conflicts and their
manifestations are quite similar; in this context, however,
they are more intense and often more destructive. The stu
dents' sense of postponement and cultural uselessness
heightens with age. It often infects even those who believe �n
the future value of their studies. They want a greater place m
the world NOW. The kinds of demands for sharing-or 

taking over-power usually involve issu�s similar to th�se
enumerated for high school students. Smee the youth in

volved in radical movements at the university are older and
in some ways more mature, they can bring more powerful
pressure to bear. 

But it is precisely because they are virtually adult that these
authority struggles cast some of their maturational deficits
into sharp relief. There have been a few exceptionally gifted
leaders and some remarkable triumphs. But in general it is
our impression that the success of students' confrontations
owes more to the confusion of administrations than to the
effective organization of the students. As we noted, there are
widespread inadequacies in the way we rear children to as
sume authority. Moreover, our youth are isolated from the
kind of real work in which they could learn to organize for
joint projects. As a result, they are usually grossly u�1pre
pared to exercise the power they demand. They retam an
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exhilarating sense of identity and purpose as long as they
share in a group goal; they can fantasize sharp (albeit inaccu
rate) distinctions between who "we" are and who "the
enemy" is. Often, when their stated goals are within their
grasp, they sacrifice these by maintaining their intransigency;
in fact, their group identity is emotionally more important.
They have too often been deprived of the chance to develop
the maturity and the necessary skills to actualize their goals.
The fact that some of those goals sometimes materialize is a
disquieting ·tribute to behavioral serendipity. Disaster may as
easily-and often does-occur.

Once the dust has settled, one can observe further
phenomena related to this authority struggle. Some students
have learned some real leadership skills, and move on to use
them constructively. Others subside into academic routine,
somehow with enough ego resources to withstand further
delays and preparations for getting into the "real world."
Some desert the academic setting for more direct and im
mediate involvement in the work world.

Unfortunately, some lack the resources for any adaptive
course. Unable to accept and learn from authority, and un
able to assume mature control even over themselves, they
withdraw into a peer world of similar losers. They turn to
mysticism, drugs, naive primitivism, or simple apathy. In any
case, the goal is to shut out reality, to avoid congress with a
world with which they cannot cope. These are the real casual
ties of this kind of intergenerational struggle.

On the other hand, the conduct of the adults in this con
flict is seldom exemplary in its maturity. When the students
refuse to play according to the (authorities') rules, more
often than not the effect upon teachers and administrators is
demoralizing. They are untrained in the guerilla warfare of
students and disarmed by the repudiation of what they may
sincerely have regarded as a stance of mutual respect. Faced
with an encounter, their responses are frequently primitive.
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The "law and order" stance is currently popular, but prom
ises no better resolution than the earlier permissive one. 
The failure of either approach is not mysterious. Students' 
discontents are often reflections of massive cultural transi
tions. Thus, they may not be able to be satisfied by even the 
most appropriate modifications made by individuals. The 
cultural dilemma remains. 

At another level, the students' felt distresses may be ex
pressions of intra psychic growing pains, relat�d intim�tely to 
each young person's individual history, family_ expene�ces,
and current needs. These, too, often defy practical solutions, 
because such solutions are like an analgesic applied to an 
area of ref erred pain. 

It is unlikely, however, that issues in individual develop-
ment are adequate to explain the mass phenomenon �f 
adolescent-school authority conflicts. Drastic intrapsych1c 
deprivations have always existed and have alway� found 
some expression. In recent, years we . have w1tness�d
culture-wide repudiation of teacher authority as early as m 
junior high school. It is likely that this reflects more a�l
embracing cultural disjunctions that have been expressed m 
various ways within individual family relationships. 

In any individual instance, the resolution of such �n 
authority struggle depends upon the resiliency and .m�tunty
of each participant. There are adolescents whose op1mons or 
wishes were never heeded at home; for example, those �f 
orally fixated parents who forced role reversal upon their 
children because the parents' own needs had to be foremost. 
In school, however, they may encounter more sensitive and 
respectful adults and learn to assume more rneani��ful 
authority through interaction with more mature auth�nt�es. 
The same young persons in a reaction�ry and �utho�,1tana�
school will surely have their preconceptions venfied: That s 
the way grown-ups treat you." Their recourse may be _tosubmit, or, having learned their lesson well, to tyranmze 
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others in any situation in which they can wrest a modicum of 
power. A student's own insecurity may lead him to seek 
reassurance desperately from the authorities at school. He 
needs a sense of their inner strength, of their certitude as 
adults. He may be undone, and even precipitated into a 
depressive crisis, by an administration that retreats pell-mell 
before student challenge. 

Authority 'and minority group conflicts 

The differences within each minority group, as well as the 
similarities among these cultural groups, are readily identifi
able. However, these adolescents very often have similar 
experiences as related to authority and the authority gap. 
These adolescents are most likely viewed as representative of 
a cultural group rather than as individuals. More frequently 
than not, their experiences are rooted in their ethnic identity 
and in the societal response to the characteristics inherent in 
these identities. The stresses of biculturality compound the 
struggle for many minority group adolescents. The daily 
confrontations with confusing, if not conflicting, cues, espe
cially for the black adolescent, are not infrequently over
whelming. These experiences often precipitate a broadening 
of the gap with authority figures in the community at large, 
as is readily observable in the higher than average unem
ployment rates among black youth. 

One striking illustration of the combination of adolescent 
and minority group characteristics as they manifested them
selves in authority confrontation is provided by the actions of 
scores of middle-class black youth during the sit-in move
ment of the early l 960s. They defied the Jim Crow laws, 
which dictated that blacks were inferior and, therefore, 
necessarily had to be barred from making use of public 
accommodations in the same manner as white Americans. In 
so doing, they also defied the teachings of their elders, both 
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their parents and their once highly respected teachers. They
observed that the postures of authority, assumed by their
elders, had been repeatedly attacked and weakened by
majority group power, power that had been reinforced by
institutional prejudices and di scriminatory legislation. Often
viewing the circumstances (as related to authority) of their
parents and parent surrogates as causative in molding "Un
cle Toms," these young people resorted to their own
methods of dealing with broader environmental forces.

The frequent observation of authority figures themselves
defying the rules in many neighborhoods "set aside for
minority groups" leads their youth to question the legitimacy
of both the authorities and the rules. For example a number
of behavioral science studies cite experiences of ghetto
bound adolescents who are daily aware of the deficiencies in
law enforcement in their communities. 1

• 
2

• 
3 The illegal

activities of the individuals invested with the responsibility of
upholding law and order serve to widen the gap between
these representatives of authority and many black and
Puerto Rican youth who live in overcrowded and under
served inner-city neighborhoods.

Struggles for community control of schools also illustrate
this phenomenon. Here, we often see students caught be
tween parents and school personnel in the battle for power
and control. It may be that such confrontations narrow the
gap, at least temporarily, between the adolescent and his
parent(s), but widen the gap between the adolescent and the
school authorities. However, as previously pointed out, in
some school settings adolescents have viewed parents and
community authorities to be of the same persuasion; and by
rebelling, they have directed their energies toward establish
ing some sense of their own authority .

The development of ethnic consciousness has served to
narrow the authority gap between some minority group
adults and adolescents. For example, the theme of black
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�onsciousness that nationally recognized blacks have woven
into their daily work-be it in the political environment the
sports arena, scientific endeavors, or the lecture hall's of
aca�eme-sounds a harmonious chord with the loud excla
m_at101:1s of scores of black adolescents. However, here, too, a
w1denmg ?f. the authority gap, as related to "the man," may
�ccur. This ts more readily observable when the representa
tives of "the man" react negatively to the aforementioned
processes of unification.

In families that provide the growing child with clear-cut
authoritative m�dels, there is often less of an authority gap at
the_ approach of adolescence. In strongly religious families,
their_ manner of worship and the activities of the church may
provide such _models. In some of the smaller religious sects, it
has been n?ticed that the religion itself and the family unit
are the foci ?f _all �hurch supported activities. For many a
youth, estabhshmg_ m<lepcndcnce froin the family of origin
does not change this. The religious ties remain intact and the
authority gap is less difficult to bridge.

1:fowever, _in the_ stressful everyday living of the lower
soc1oeconom1c family, the authoritative models are not
sharply defined. Early de-idealization of the parent is often
experienced, especially among the very poor, with concomi
ta_nt loss o_f respect for parental authority. When a father is
altve, but _,s ��t physically in the home at all, his authority is
greatly d1mm1shed or non-existent. Nor does his mere
presence necessarily guard against this state of affairs. For
example, the father may have a depreciated view of himself
because society and/or his family casts him in an inferior role.
Such a negative self-image may be reinforced by other
"aut�ority" figures in the household (mother, grandparents).
Not infrequently, the black child's early de-idealization of the
father is brought about by his awareness that he has little if
an�, ca�aci�y �o b: an assured protector-especially agai�st
racial d1scnmmat1on. A black father is not likely to be as
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acceptance is largely a form of resignation, adopted by 
default. Permissive standards have by no means penetrated 
to the grassroots majority .12• 13 Prohibitive standards con
tinue to be the adult norm; otherwise, adolescents would not 
find sexuality so rewarding an area for challenging adult 
authority. 

The overt means by which society maintains its control of 
sexuality include the inhibition of childhood sexuality, the 
prohibitions applied to adolescents, and the fixed rituals for 
gaining access to sexuality. These very rituals demand alle
giance to the principle that the authorities control sexual 
rights. For example, the act of getting married as a means of 
gaining sexual rights is tacit acceptance of the adult
enunciated dictum that marriage is, indeed, the proper way 
to legitimize sex. The marriage ceremony thus perpetuates 
society's control of sex because the young couple now has at 
least submitted to and complied with adult rules. The deci
sion to do so often means that even the inwardly rebellious 
youth has identified with ·and become part of the authority 
structure. 

In addition to these formal requirements, there are also 
subtle and covert techniques by which the status quo of adult 
control is maintained. One is the general adult denial of 
childhood sexuality-the belief in the sexual innocence of 
children. Another is the pretense by adults that overt adoles
cent heterosexual activity is exceptional rather than com
monplace behavior. Despite media coverage of teenage sex, 
adults reassure themselves by pointing to studies reporting 
no real increase in adolescent coital activity.* Only those who 
have fooled themselves into thinking that it has always been 
rare are likely to be impressed. These pretenses allow adults 
* Some of the studies reporting that intercourse during adolescence is relatively
infrequent, or at least not increasing, are those of Offer, 14 Vener _and Stewart, 15 

Schofield,16 and Miller, et al. 17 In contrast, recent broad based studies that report 
high and/or increasing adolescent coital frequencies arc those of Sorensen, 18 Kant• 
ner and Zclnik, 19 and Christensen and Grcgg.20 
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to define any discovery of child and adolescent sexual be
havior as a manifestation of sickness, disturbance, perversity, 
or evil. By this definition, overtly sexual teenagers are "dis
turbed"; thus, adults are saved from perceiving any chal
lenge to their sexual prerogatives. These various maneuvers 
are supported by adults' capacity to forget their own early 
sexual behavior, or, retrospectively, to disapprove of it even 
in themselves. 

This general principle (adult control of sex) is not. re
stricted to our culture. The existence of puberty rites as 
initiation into adult status is widespread. But in our culture, 
sexual taboos at all sub-adult levels are unusually all
embracing. Other cultures tend to focus their taboos more 
upon whom one may have sex with, rather than upon whether

one is granted a sexual outlet. Judea-Christian culture is 
virtually the only major culture that permits no guilt-free 
orgastic sexual act outside of marriage. Adolescence is a time 
during which sexual drives are extremely intense, yet absti
nence is held to be the ideal. Thus, the culture clearly de
fines sex as a privilege of adult-authority status, a vital issue 
in the transition from child to adult-authority. 

This discussion refers not simply to procreation but to all 
forms of overt sexual behavior. Our cultural attitudes toward 
adolescent sexuality are such that we are as much concerned 
with the fact of sexual activity as we are with reprdduction. 
Were this not so, society might welcome the technological 
ability to prevent conception during the adolescent period, 
instead of regarding it as a dangerous opportunity for un
leashed eroticism. 

The most influential models for both sexuality and 
authority are a child's parents. The parental sexual interac
tion and the family power structure exert major influences at 
both the interpersonal and intrapsychic levels. 

Many youths still accept the culture's traditions and as
sumptions. With relatively little apparent conflict, they utilize 
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emotional development, a slow maturation of the ego, which
eventuates in the capacity to master one's basic drives, to
make decisions, and to regulate one's own life and affairs
with appropriate attention to both external re�lit� and inte�
nal needs. The particular importance of this 1s that this
authority over the self and its interrelationship with the
environment is a prerequisite for the rational exercise of
interpersonal or cultural authority.

There is a lengthy progression from childhood depen
dence and lack of mature judgment to adult autonomy and
capacity for authority. In our culture, this progres�ion �ol
lows a different timetable than does that of phys1olog1cal
sexual maturation. Procreation can occur from the begin
ning of adolescence. Our culture is highly technological and
requires elaborate and sophisticated levels of ego develop
ment in many areas. This is certainly true in order to func
tion with authority and adult sexual responsibility; more
maturity is demanded under such circumsta_nces than h�s
usually been achieved by the mid-teens. The fact that physi
ological readiness and social maturity develop out-of-phase
with one another induces stresses and conflicts and adds to
the inevitable burdens that are part and parcel of psy
chosexual development. This circumstance can, and often
does cause difficulties in integrating sexuality with the as
sum�tion of authority and its responsibility. A delay in the
development of normal sexual interest� may betray a �o_v�rt
wish to deny or avoid oncoming authonty and respons1b1hty,
an unconscious effort to remain a dependent child. An early
rush into heterosexuality may be an attempt to deny the
reality that adult sexual function and the assumption of adult
responsibilities are, in truth, inseparably linked. In some
cases of premature heterosexuality, the behavior may repre
sent two conflicting unconscious attitudes: on the one hand,
a demand for adult status for which the ego is unprepared;
on the other, an attempt to prolong childhood by treating sex
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as a form of play, something without real consequences. This
is one of the reasons why adolescents will so frequently ig
nore the possibility of pregnancy.

On the other hand, it should be noted that adolescent use
of sex as a vehicle for coping with authority is by no means
always pathological. Adolescents are normally progressing
toward full heterosexuality. Some cultures and some child
rearing practices-ours included-force adolescents to break
taboos and defy prohibitions in order to express their sexual
ity. Some are emotionally ready much earlier than others.
They then incur the danger of being labeled sick or bad by
the defining authorities. Adolescents may be forced into
genuine abnormality by the inaccessibility of guilt-free sexual
channels and outlets. Sometimes it may be the definitions
that are inappropriate and the adolescents who are normal.

Authority and drug use

No authority issue has attracted more public notice or con
cern than has the adolescent use of drugs. In a manner
shared to some extent with sex, it is an ideal battleground for
adolescent purposes. It combines a form of defiance over
which adults are largely powerless, with an unparalled
opportunity for accusing adults of hypocrisy.

Some drugs have always been around. Until the advent of
contemporary youth culture, however, they had not been
widely publicized. The basic cultural position was that
habitual drug use is detrimental-few argued with this gen
erally sensible consensus. The traditionally available drugs
seemed capable of producing serious psychological depend
ence, and there was much to suggest that they impaired the
user's contact with reality. The plight of known addicts
non-productive at best and criminally destructive at worst
confirmed common opinion. A general ignorance existed
about the major "soft" drug, marijuana. This made it possi-
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ble both to overlook the marijuana users who were not visible 
as typical addicts, and to assume that marijuana shared the 
same dangers. 

That this public opinion eventually prevailed regarding 
marijuana has many interesting connotations. During the 
nineteenth century, and through the early '20s of this cen
tury a number of serious medical reports were written, indi
cating potential or demonstrated therapeutic applications of 
this agent as an analgesic-hypnotic, appetite stimulant, an
ticonvulsant, an agent that could interrupt or prevent 
neuralgias such as migraine and Tic doloureux, antidepressant 
and tranquilizer, antiasthmatic, antitussive, facilitator in 
withdrawal from opiates and alcohol, minor anaesthetic, and 
antibiotic. 21 It is, of course, doubtful whether all these 
claimed benefits would stand up under careful research 
methods. Yet despite both this earlier scientific interest and 
the obvious fact of less devastating effects from use, research 
languished, and even the authorities insisted that it be 
classified with the major narcotics. Even the opium deriva
tives, with their far greater addictive and damaging qualities, 
have not been medically ignored as has cannabis. 

Side by side with this public attitude toward addictive 
drugs has been a selective inattention to the comparable or 
even more serious effects of society's preferred and legally 
acceptable drug, alcohol. Finally, another part of the back
ground of the eventual conflict was adult society's eager 
acceptance of the flood of new synthetic tranquilizers and 
antidepressants. In addition to valid medical uses, these be
came artificial means of doing away with emotional 
distress-magic means that demanded no ego growth or 
increased intrapsychic mastery by the individual. Their use 
has become so widespread that it is regarded by some 
public health specialists as an "epidemic." 

It was the youthful beatniks of the l 950s who "rediscov
ered" pot and catapulted it into public awareness and con-
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troversy. They proclaimed marijuana as their cult drug, used 
it in place of alcohol, and initiated the demand for its 
legalization. Perhaps coincidentally, seemingly unrelated de
velopments were taking place at the same time. Medical 
science had developed new and powerful mind-altering sub
stances, such as LSD. And the "cold war" with its expanding 
nuclear weaponry was producing a new kind of reality, one 
capable of overtaxing the ego strength of a sizeable portion 
of the population, particularly adolescents. For many, this 
certainly intensified the need to find some means of avoiding 
participation in an overwhelming world in which individual 
coping power seemed inconsequential. 

It is obvious that the increased drug use was presently a 
source of genuine concern. But the massive adult response to 
the sudden adoption of drugs by the adolescents was in itself 
a major provocation. A mixture of honest concern fear ' ' 

ignorance, hypocrisy, and punitiveness turned the drug 
issue into a pitched battle. Adolescents, as well as some 
adults, were characteristically quick to detect the ignorance 
and hypocrisy in adults' authoritarian stance, and equally 
characteristically incapable of assessing the real potential 
problems and consequences attendant upon drug use. 

This study will not attempt to examine the full range of the 
many intrapsychic motives for drug use except to give illus
trative examples of such motives. The stated conscious rea
sons are usually curiosity and peer pressure, followed closely 
by pleasure and mood elevation. It will only mention some of 
the ways in which drugs become a vehicle for confrontation 
with authority. As is true with other youth culture 
phenomena, drugs have become incorporated into the "life 
style" concept of adolescent peer group culture. Adolescents 
who see themselves as part of the youth culture rather than

the culture at large, repudiate all adult attitudes about drugs, 
whether valid or invalid, and redefine drugs as one of the 
reasons why their own life style is superior. The illegality of 
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drugs makes their use a means of peer group entry, and an 
agent for further defining the boundary between "us" and 
"them." 

Drugs are a particularly effective weapon for turning the 
tables against adult authority. The open and nearly ubiqui
tous drug traffic at large rock concerts is common knowledge 
and is beyond the authorities' capacity to control. Youth can 
realistically put "the establishment" on the defensive by mer
cilessly pointing out the adult culture's overuse of alcohol 
and medications. Ignoring the vast differences between 
marijuana and many of the other major drugs, adolescents 
nail the authorities to the wall by demanding that they prove 
the dangers of all drugs. 

Some obvious facts lend a heady strength to youth's posi
tion. The general adult position of lumping together 
marijuana and other mind-altering drugs and medications 
makes it patently impossible to demonstrate the dire conse
quences of all drug use. Alcohol demonstrably wreaks infi
nitely greater social and individual havoc than does 
marijuana. The legal status of alcohol, therefore, places the 
adults in a seemingly indefensible position. As is typical of 
adolescents in such an encounter, the sober realities of their 
own position are denied in favor of the one-upmanship they 
can gain over those in authority. 

It might be pointed out that many similar issues are in; 
volved in cigarette addiction. Many adolescents begin to 
smoke as a form of defiance and a means of breaking away 
from parents. Since many of their own parents smoke, they 
are utterly contemptuous of a "do as we say, not as we do" 
stance, focusing on their parents' inconsistency while being 
inattentive to the real consequences to themselves. And at the 
same time, the smoking often represents a most unfortunate 
and self-destructive form of identification. 

The impasse between adolescents and adults is heightened 
by the fact that for both, drug use typically shares the same 
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very 
_
early oral stage roots* and seeks the same maladaptivesolut1�ns to the sense �f powerlessness. Where drug use isexcessive, both generat10ns are revealing an intolerable de

�Tee of �elplessness, and displaying regression to the infantile o�mp?tence of the symbiotic phase. Whatever the drugof cho�ce, 1t represents the magic capacity of mother's breastand milk to soothe all distress and to restore the sense of totalpower �ver threatening adversity from overwhelming external reahty. '"!'hus drug use has unconscious meanings thatextend b�ck I�to the primitive reaches of the earliest preverb�l relat_1onsh1ps. Seen from this developmental point ofvie_w, n:1ther_ adults_ nor adolescents will easily or willinglyrelinqmsh this magical source of imaginary power. Thosewho wo�ld seek to deprive them are unconsciously seen asthre_at
_
em_ng them with return to helpless dependency andanmhdatm� vulnerability, and must be opposed in everyway. And smce the roots are preverbal, rational discourse

?et"".een th�se caught in equally regressive behavior patterns1s often futile. 
The convergence of such factors as the ubiquity of thehemp weed (not to mention other substances) and the utterun�nf?rceability of laws against drugs means that the vastma�onty of ad�lesce_nt drug us

_
ers can effectively nullify thesocial co?trols m this area. It 1s true that many are caughtand pumshed; there are approximately 700,000 people arr_ested ea�h year for martjuana involvement. But they are atmy fract10n of the actual experimenters and users (estimated at 24 million), �nd the frequent excesses of legalsentences further polarize youth and authorities. 

_Drugs_ also blot out the world of adult requirements. Afnghtenmg num�er of adolescents stay "stoned" throughmost or all _of the1r classes in school. The faculty membersbecome resigned or make themselves self-protectively un-
* D I · · 

: ug use 1as many mouvauons and unconscious meanings but we regard itshabitual overuse charac1eris1ically to have oral stage origins, a� described. 
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aware. They can do little either to change the situation or to
get through to their students. Surprisi�gly '. a fair numbe� of
these young people still manage to maintain at_ leas� pa_ssmg
grades-a fact with sobering and unexplored imphcat1ons. 

Of course, there is every level of drug use. For th� occa
sional, nondependent adolescent user, it is 1i kely that it sym
bolizes to some extent a gauntlet flung at the feet of
authority. But those who are "into" drugs more deeply a�e,
as described, confessing some inner awareness of ego deficits
that render them unequal to the demands of contemporary
reality. In blocking out the adult world in such w��s, such
adolescents are also retreating from the very reaht1es that
make for their ultimate survival. Walled off from significant
experience by scrambled perceptions, the necessary matura
tion is impossible.

In this as in other arenas of authority struggle, adults are
in a ver; difficult position. The culture's tr_aditional �hild
rearing practices allow it the right to proscnbe a particular
activity arbitrarily. Once this is challenged by adolescents,
they often find that the other courses of ac�i�n open to �hem
are limited. When they move from exerc1smg au_thonty_ towielding power, they find that the success of �u:111t1ve
enforcement depends on the controllability o� the act1v1ty�a
highly limited alternative with drugs. Reaso�mg and �a�t10n
depend upon the adults' credibility quotient. lndlV!dual
adults may measure up admirably in this respect but coll�c
tively, in this realm, adult credibility is dubious. Cooperatt�e
effort to explore the realities of various drugs and their
effects depend on the previous experience of both ge?era
tions with cooperative endeavor. Again, there has_been ltttle.

As a result, there is usually an angry, a resigned, or _acynical standoff. Some adults threaten, and pr_etend their
laws have meaning. Others side almost wholly with the ado
lescents, often unaware that they are encouraging the youn?
sters to act out for them their own rebellious urges. And m
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some places, adults have begun to work effectively to forge a
pattern of cooperation and mutual respect which is often a
new experience in the youngsters' lives.

Authority and youth-culture music 

The music of the youth culture, especially that which was so
popular from the early 1960s into the early 1970s, occupies
an important place in adolescents' struggles with various
authority issues.* It is a rather complex reflection of these
intergenerational problems because only to a limited extent
is the music itself a violation of emotionally important cul
tural sanctions. Far more germane is its use as a vehicle for
the expression of attitudes and values that challenge
cherished cultural positions. Nonetheless, its enormous
popularity and the multibillion dollar industry that has
grown up around it marks it as a significant phenomenon in
its own right.

Purely on its own merits, the music and lyrics do offer
some direct affront to adult society's sensibilities. (To avoid
constant repetition, references in this discussion to this genre
of music will be understood to include the lyrics, unless
otherwise indicated.) Much of the music of this period is a
physical assault upon the ears. This is not to say that it is
� It is not intended that this discussion be completely comprehensive, nor to cany 
the musical examples up to date. The latter would be futile because, were this report 
read five years after publication, the examples would be that much out of date. 
More importantly, the effort lo be totally current would cause a false emphasis. As 
stated in the introduction, we consider the problems of adolescence and authority to 
be timeless, though varying in intensity and issues. To illustrate the conflicts we 
chose a recent historical period of dramatic confrontation. The music and lyrics 
discussed herein arc of that period, and if it helps illuminate that conflict, it will have 
served its purpose. 

We are also aware of the parallel concerns and equal importance of black musi
cians and black music of the same period, and that adolescents responded and 
identified largely without regard for ethnic differences. Black music has not been 
scanted as a result of indifference to its value, but because no member of the 
committee had the degree of familiarity with it to do it justice. 
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Bob Dylan was the most influential artist of this first pe
riod, the personification of its adolescent yearnings. His first 
album Bob Dylan ( 1962) contains the themes of wanderlust, 
political alienation and quest for identity. Early expressions 
of social protest can be found in his song, "Talking 
New York"26 in the lines: 

"A lot of people don't have much food on 
their tables, 

But they have a lot of forks 'n' knives, 
And they gotta cut somethin' "* 

His subsequent records of this period continued the 
preoccupation with alienation and vague identity, and fo
cused upon the threat of war and the feelings of anger and 
frustration. 

The popularity of Simon and Garfunkel began in this early 
period, and they, too, blended a sense of alienation, anomie, 
and loneliness with excellent harmony and good poetry. The 
characteristic tone of their work can be sensed from typical 
lyrics such as those from "The Sound of Silence"27 and 
"Richard Cory,"28 excerpts of which follow:

"The words of the prophets are written on the subway walls 
and tenement halls and whispered in the sound of silence." 11 

"So my mind was filled with wonder when the evening head
lines read: 'Richard Cory went home last night and put a bullet 
through his head'!" t 

The Beatles began their phenomenal rise to being the 
number one group of the 1960s in 1964. As John Lennon 
once said, "We're more popular than Jesus." Their earliest 
music varied between harmonious love songs and 1950s' style 

* TALKING NEW YORK. Words and music by Bob Dylan. Copyright@ 1962, 1965
by Duchess Music Corporation. New York, NY. Used by permission. All rights
reserved.
# THE SOUND OF SILENCE. Copyright© 1964 Paul Simon. Used with permission.
-t RICHARD CORY. Copyright© 1966 Paul Simon. Used with permission.
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hard rock. Their music was well written, the words were easy 
to understand and identify with, and the Beatles themselves 
personified the emotions, strivings, and conflicts of adoles
cents. Adolescents found something vibrant, charismatic, 
different, and youthful with which to identify with. "Norwe
gian Wood" (1965)29 was their first marijuana song, followed 
by "Day Tripper" (1965):io about a broken romance with 
marijuana, and 'Tm Only Sleeping" (1965),31 a description of 
a marijuana "high." "Nowhere Man" (1965) 32 was their first 
social protest song and attack on the middle class: 

"He doesn't have a point of view, knows not where he's going 
to, isn't he a bit like you and me ... making all his nowhere 
plans for nobody."* 

As idols of the youth culture, the Beatles obviously condoned 
and even extolled social protest, marijuana, and sex, as 
exemplified in a line from "Love You To."33 

"Make love all day long, make love singing songs."" 

And they provided a transition into the acid rock of the later 
1950s in "Tomorrow Never Knows"34 in the line: 

"Turn off your mind, relax and flow downstream, it is not 
dying."t 

By 1966 the music had changed to a new form, and this new 
p�riod extended into the late 1960s. The term for this phase,
ac�d rock, reflects a distinct shift in both the favorite drugs of
rrnsuse and the emotional preoccupations of youth. The 
mainstay drugs were cannabis and the hallucinogens, espe
cially LSD. Barbiturates, the newly synthesized sedatives; and 

* N�WHERE MA:\'. Copyright© 1965 by A TV Music Group. Vsed by Permission.
All nghts reserved.
;; L�VE YOV TO. Copyright © 1966 by ATV Music Group. Used by permission.
All rights reserved.
t TOM�R�OW NEVER KNOWS. Copyright© 1965 by ATV Music Group. Used
by perm1ss10n. All rights reserved.
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the minor tranquilizers, Librium and Valium, were very popu
lar too. Poverty, minority discrimination, concerns about
police activities, and growing disaffection with the Vietnam
War and with government policy in general were associated
with increasingly harsh and violent attacks on the social order
and middle class value systems. Rebellion against any kind of
sexual restraint increased.

The Beatles are considered the most influential group of
the late 196Os. Many of their songs during this phase are
about experiences on psychedelic drugs, or actually recreate
those experiences in sound and words, as in "Revolution
9."35 This song, one of the most popular among heavy users
of psychedelic drugs, is quite abstract, with different sounds
coming in and fading out of both speakers at the same time.
Included are a woman at orgasm, a man screaming rape, an
eerie sounding voice repeatedly saying "number nine," a
cocktail party, very loud applause, a cheering section from a
football game, gunshots and mortar fire, and a small child's
voice invoking us to "come naked." Social protest is not the
Beatles' major theme, though there is superb satire in "A Day

in the Life" (1967),36 and the "dropout" theme is strong in "I
Am a Walrus" (1967).37 The Beatles also wrote about another
drug usage shift in "Happiness Is a Warm Gun" (1968),38 

about amphetamines and heroin,
"I need a fix 'cause I'm going down, down, down to the bits
that I left uptown ... happiness is a warm gun, when I hold
you in my arms and feel my finger on your trigger, I know no
one can do me no harm because happiness is a warm gun."*

The undisguised sexual reference is equally obvious in these
lyrics.

Three of the best known acid rock groups were the Jeff er-
* HAPPINESS IS A WARM GVN. Copyright@ 1968 by ATV Music Group. Used
by permission. All rights reserved. 
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son Airplane, Steppenwolf and The Rolling Stones. All three�xe�phfied ?oth the pattern of drug usage and the mountm_g v10lence m_ the social scene. Grace Slick of the JeffersonAirplane especially personified the sexual revolution in "H Fred . k "39 H bl eyrrc , er atantly sexual lyrics, 
" ... _either go away or go all the wav in, ... on wire wheels the four stroke man �pens wide*

reflect h�r personal exhibitionism at live concerts as well asher pubhc and unconventional sex life. She originally namedher out-of-wedlock daughter "god" with a small "g," but laterchanged her name to "China." Jefferson Airplane mountsone o� t�; most explicitly violent attacks upon the establishment m We Can Be Together" (1969),40 
"We are all outlaws in the eyes of Amert'ca b l • .. we areo scene, awless, d�ngerous, idiots, dirty, violent ... andyoung. AU your _pnvate property is target for your enemy and your enemy JS me ... L'p against the wall mother-fucker'tear down the wall, tear down the wall."* 

As with Jefferson Airplane, psychedelic experience is aconstantly repeated t?eme by Steppenwolf and The RollingSto_nes. Also shared 1s the frontal attack upon the existingsooal order and middle class values. Steppenwolf extols thewar p{otest �ov�ment ("Draft Resister," 1966), 41 the violentovert row of society ("Move Over," 1967), 42 in which the olda�e _told to get out of the way of the young, and attacks thest1flmg effect of bureaucracy and political repression ("The�1�:mster," 1 �67). �3 The Rolling Stones express the same host1hty and ahenat10n in "Sympathy for the Devil" (1967),44
'"1:fEY FREDRICK. Copyright © Icebag Cor 1969 All R. printed by Permission of the Pub)' h • 

p. · ights Reserved. Re-
;; WE C • . . . 1s er.

A� �E fOGEI HER. Coprright © Icebag Corp 196 served. Repnnted by Permission of the Publisher.
. 9. All Rights Re-
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"1 shouted out who killed the Kennedys'? And after all it 
was you and me."* 

And they satirized the hypocrisy inherent in adult drug use
in "Mother's Little Helper" ( 1966),45 

"Mother needs something today to calm her down and 
though she's not really ill, there's the little yellow pill. She 
goes running for the shelter of her mother's little helper and 
it· helps her on her way, gets her through her busy day."# 

In a quite unusual twist on the theme of this period, Step
penwolf sang a bitter diatribe against narcotics pushers, "The
Pusher" (1966),46 

"You know I've seen a lot of people walking around with 
tombstones in their eyes, but the pusher don't care if you live 
or if you die. God damn the pusher."t 

There were many other popular singers and groups of this
era, such as Led Zeppelin, Three Dog Night, Sly and the
Family Stone, Iron Butterfly, Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin.
Their work exemplified all the themes already described. At
the end of this period, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young re
corded so.me of the most pointed protests against some of the
most widely publicized outrages, such as the Kent State
shootings ("Ohio," 1970),47 

"Tin soldier and Nixon coming, we're finally on our own ... 
gotta get down to it, the soldiers are cutting- us down ... what
if you knew her and found her dead on the ground, how can
you run when you know?";t 

and the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago ("Chicago,"
1970),48 

* SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL. Copyright© 1968 Abkrn Music, Inc. All rights
reserved. International copy1;ght secured. Reprinted by permission. 
# MOTHER'S LITTLE HELPER. Copyright© 1966 Aukco Music, Inc. All rights
reserved. International copyright secured. Reprinted by permission. 
"f t.:sed by permission: Copyright © Hoyt Axton, Lady Jane Music. 
:j: Copyright© 1970 Cotillion Music & Broken Arrow Music. Cscd by permission.
All rights reserved.
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In late 1 �68 and ea:ly 1969, hallucinogens and marijuana
decreas�d m populanty and were replaced by cocaine, arn
J:>hetammes, and heroin. The music, the writers of it, and the
hv�_s of _the pe�formers _reflect the change. Jimi Hendrix,
Brian Wilson of The Rolimg Stones, and Janis Joplin all died
of drug overdoses. The fatal combination was that of heroin
and/or barbiturates and/or alcohol. In 1970 "heroin
overdose" because a common cause of death* in the 15-35
year age group in New York City.

Between 1969 and 1971, the sense of helplessness and
l�opelessnes�, of alienation, of poverty, of futility, of frustra
tion, and of the need to escape reality reached new peaks in 

the youth culture. Narcot�cs were one of the most commonly
employed. agents at that time. One might rationalize the use
of ca�nab1s or the hallucinogens on the basis that they were
�o� hkely to cause dependence or because they "increase
msight." The use of heroin is less easily rationalized. Phvsical
dcpe�dence is highly probable, and rehabilitation results are
notoriously poor.

� already noted, the Beatles reflected the drug shift in
their Double White Album of 1968. 49 The Rolling Stones album
Let It Bleed" 0 in late 1969 contains songs less about marijuana
an� L�D than about hard drugs, such as ":'vfonkey Man,"
'.'l\,!�dmght Rambler," and "Gimme Shelter," in which shelter
IS Just a shot away." In the title song of the album, cocaine is
offered to �he alien�ted. This album reflects the change that
took place m the Ha1ght-Ashbury district in 1969· the flower
childre� �isappeared and were replaced by the severely
paranoid speed freaks" and the more antisocial lifestyle of

• 1:he ca�se �f death is usually similar to anaphylactic shock· one-third of the
bplat1ed

nt
l
s �1

,
e w

f
nh the '.1eedle in their arm, and many more die �vith relativelv low 

oo e\ e s o narcoucs. 
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ecology, population control, feminism, and ai:i intensifi�d

demand for peace; they are naturally reflected m the music.

Peace songs became especially popular. Many of the estab

lished groups began to record these themes, such as Crosby,

Stills, Nash and Young with "Cowgirl In the Sand"

(feminism) and "Southern Man" (racism) in 4-Way Street,

1970, 57 and The Guess Who with "Share the Land" and

"Hand Me Down World" in Share the Land, 1970.58 These are

joined by new popular singers and groups, Elton John, The

Carpenters, James Taylor and Melanie. The newest

additions to the highly popular list, such as John Den�er an�
Olivia Newton-John, are almost entirely concerned with this

second type of theme. Interestingly the drug of choice for

this music is alcohol, especially beer and wine. It appears that

adolescents have gone the full cycle from alcohol in the 1950s

back to alcohol in the l 970s. 

The preceding has been only the barest skimming of the

music of the 60s and early 70s. There are infinitely more

omissions, both of popular groups and of representati:e

lyrics, than inclusions. And obviously much more can b_e said

about the phenomenon itself than can be stated m an

authoritative explanation of it. 

There is nothing new in the existence of songs of social

protest. They have existed probably as long as vocal music

has existed (e.g., "The Marseillaise," labor movement songs,

etc.). There is similarly nothing new in the use of music as

temporary escape. What may be new to this time in history is

the type of songs, the ways they integrate with_ youth c�lture,

the ways adolescents have integrated them mto the1r own

age-specific needs and conflicts, and the psychosocial exigen

cies peculiar to this point in cultural-historical time. 

At the simplest level, the enormous role of its particular

music in youth culture may in large part be a sociofact of an

affluent technological culture. The millions of dollars avail-
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able to the performers and the record companies clearly are 

important too. The relatively inexpensive, culture-wide dis
semination of new music is virtually total. This is one area in 
which even poverty-youth are less entirely disadvantaged; 
they can be just as familiar with current music through the 
ubiquitous cheap radios, record players, and tape recorders 
as can those adolescents who are more affluent. Thus the 
massive extent of the youth music phenomenon may not 
result from any intrinsic quality in the music, or from any 
unique characteristic peculiar to contemporary adolescence. 
The same thing might have occurred in other cultures and 
periods had the technical ability existed. While the existence 
of a designated youth culture may reflect special contempo
rary sociodynamics, its size-and consequently the youth 
music market-is merely a function of current demographic 
realities. 

The type of music is something else again. Enough has 
already been discussed about the particular kinds of stresses 
and coping requirements imposed upon adolescents by a 
transitional culture at this point in history and technological 
development that it need not be repeated. Suffice it to say 
that the youth culture music reflects the most insistent and 
burning concerns, and the most popular activities, of youth. 
And this reflective function of music requires some com
ment. While many adults tended to blame music for creating 
the drug culture, this is not an accurate conception of cul
tural phenomena. What was happening was that many ado
lescents were beginning to have certain experiences, and 
popular music was written about those experiences. As the 
experiences changed, so did the music. Young people were 

imperatively concerned about various intrapsychic conflicts 
and disturbing social phenomena, and music was written 
about them. 

This is not to deny that any activity or attitude that is given 
saturation distribution by all mass media cannot have a feed-
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oriented and rational. Some may be dominated by uncon
scious impulses and conflicts, particularly if the adolescent 
finds himself thinking in terms different from his parents 
about the acceptable limits of his behavior. The therapist can 
aid family members in the identification of issues in dispute 
and facilitate the deliberate resolution of such issues. 

In addressing the adolescent and his parents, the therapist 
must decide whose agent he is in his work. One view regards 
the therapist as the agent of the parents, the society, or even 
of the adolescent alone. Another sees him as agent for the 
whole familv-the whole network. Such a view allows him to 
help the m;mbers of this network negotiate their legitim_ate
developmental conflicts and wishes. Therefore, coercion 
would not be necessary, and regression or symptom forma
tion need not ensue. Many of the issues that come up be
tween adolescents and adults are intergenerational as well as 
individual developmental issues. They require effective fam
ily efforts to find adequate and appropriate developmental 
solutions. What comes out of this must be solutions of use to 
each generation involved. 

The task of the psychiatrist can be to point out distortions 
in communication, to off er the opportunity for an open 
relationship to all those in the family who seek him out, and 
to help them find a way that will allow them to develop 
bevond the conflicts that emerge and hamper them. An 
interesting responsibility may now fall to psychiatry. It can 
begin to consider how to help the children--or pa:rents-w�o 
are not defined patients but who are deeply mvolved m 
the developmental conflicts generated around authority is
sues. 

It is the task of the psychiatrist to separate true therapeu-
tic issues (i.e., intrapsychic and intergenerational ones) from 
societal ones. These therapeutic issues need to be separated 
as well from legitimate developmental problems. In fact, 
both sets of issues need to be distinguished from those 
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societal issues that may be influencing conflict at all of the 
levels considered. 

One of the major tasks of psychotherapy is to define those 
issues that can be resolved through the process of therapy. 
For example, an adolescent may ask to stay out later at night 
than his parents permit. This request may be a legitimate 
societal one, an import.ant developmental request on his part, 
or an opportunity to act out his conflict with his parents, 
often fueled by difficulties that exist between father and 
mother. 

The therapist must decide whether he is truly committed 
to help the adolescent and his parents understand them
selves and become free to use the power, authority, responsi
bility, and opportunities they all potentially share. On the 
other hand, the psychiatrist may find himself to be acting as 
an agent of the society, an easy role to slip into, as most 
societies have a powerful vested interest in developing ado
lescents who are in their image and who will follow their 
traditions and "fit in." That is, this society is interested in 
developing adolescents who will continue in the educational 
process and achieve success, who will remain sexually 
abstemious until they are married, refrain from the use of 
drugs, and dress in ways that do not cause conflict with the 
older members of the society. 

Adolescents and adults need each other. While it is impor
tant for all family members to live their own lives, find their 
own expressions of selfhood, and discover their own self 
fulfilling or, at least, gratifying areas of satisfaction, there is 
also a need to find and develop mutual satisfaction, esteem, 
and fulfillment. If the gap between the generations is too 
great, not only may youth disengage from adult institutions, 
they may fail to assume their adult roles altogether. They 
may not find sufficient meaning in themselves, their lives, or 
their parents' lives to want to pass on a way of life onto the next 
generation (their own children and other people's children). 
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Correspondingly, if the gap between the_ generations_ is too
great the adult generation may not benefit fr�m th� sttm�la
tion, the renewal, the discovery, and the sat1sfact1on which 
comes when the next generation takes over. 

When the gap between the generations _is t?o wide_, there 1s

the danger of intergenerational discontmmty. This begets 
the additional hazard that adolescents may not be successful 
in their transition to adulthood. It is important _for adoles
cents to discover the corruption in the world w1th�ut_ such
disillusionment that they abandon the world. S1milarl

_Y
, 

adults need the help of youth to confront the P:oblems m 
their institutions, the timebound limitations of th�tr old mo:
ality (and their values and codes) and the corruption of their 
exploitative world. 

The therapist must be able to step between �he p1tfa�ls 
inherent in the attempt to carry out the wishes of pare�ts m 
the society. Instead, he must seek out the �rue c?nfl1ctual 
problems of the adolescent who is often actl�n-onente? or
non-intellectual, and his parents who have d1ff erent direc
tions. The therapist can be of great help to parents. He can 
allow them to transfer authority from themsel�e� to young 
people, without feeling that they have lost a defmmg part of 
their own being. The therapist can help parents to adopt new 
roles that give them satisfaction and free them from the need 
to keep their adolescents dependent and subjugated. Adults 
may develop new areas of authority or substitute othe: typ�s 
of satisfactions for the authority they formerl� e�ercise� m 
relationship to their adolescents. Therapy can aid m wo_rk'.ng
out relationships in a fashion that can be mutually graufymg 
and strengthening. . . . The psychiatrist must be willing to <lea� wit? the mev1table 
narcissism, idiosyncratic or seemingly ant1-so_c1al and destruc
tive views of adolescents and their ideologica! and uncom
promising ways. He must be able to resonate with the adole�
cent's wish to quit school, leave home, or challenge constl-
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tuted authority. He may find himself pressed when con
fronted with the inevitable uncertainties, sexual exploita
tions, jealousies, and competitive relationships that develop 
within families. However, he can try to steer a course that 
allows these issues to be defined clearly and resolved through 
negotiation and understanding. 

In this period of rapid social change the psychiatrist has 
often become an agent for maintaining the stability of society. 
He should be an agent both of stability in its best sense and of 
change as it is necessary. To do this, it may be important that 
therapists include, among therapeutic issues, the evaluation 
of their own views about value issues. This process of self
confrontation, acknowledgement of inadvertent bias, and 
value examination must be open and ongoing in the work 
and life of any psychiatrist who engages with adolescents. 

Because of changes in adolescent value orientations it is 
important that the regressive and dependency requirements 
traditionally involved in becoming a patient be considered. 
;\fany adolescents now find it unacceptable to adhere to the 
rigid treatment schedules that are common or the payments 
that are part of traditional treatment. ;\fany adolescents re
gard the experience that they wish both in therapy and life in 
a way that is different from the view held by many therapists. 
In working with adolescents today the therapist must at least 
know something of, if not accept, the mystical, irrational 
wishes and concerns on the part of adolescents, as these 
concerns are expressed in Zen Buddhism, the use of 
consciousness-altering drugs, a wish to experience biofeed
back, hypnosis, meditation, and other means of transforming 
consciousness. 

It is fruitless to make demands upon youth that are in
compatible with their developmental stage and legitimate 
developmental needs. Such demands are incompatible with 
the establishment of genuine social responsibility. Some de
gree of social responsibility is necessary and inevitable. 
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Though adolescents may wish to "do their own thing," they 
must still relate to the social context in which they are "doing 
their own thing." They must take into account t�e im?a.ct of 
"doing my own thing" on others. Within the family this �ssue 
is particularly important for the significance of �enerat10n�I 
continuity. That is, adolescents must be responsible_ to their
parents and parents responsible towa:d each other m order 
for generational continuity to be achieve�. . . . Therapists who keep value and authonty issues m mmd
can help the troubled family and its adolescents, as well as t�e 
larger society. The goal of the work is to share and tran�fer 
authority in such a fashion that mastery rather_ than domma
tion can be the result for both parents and their adolescents. 

5 
NEGOTIATION: A FAMILY MODEL 

We have addressed ourselves to the intrapsychic, 
interpersonal, and cultural origins of authority and power 
interactions and conflicts. Here we will present an 
interpersonal, family-oriented model and set of guidelines 
for modifying dysfunctional adult-adolescent power and 
authority conflicts-a negotiation model. It emphasizes that 
adolescents need to learn to take responsibility, and suggests 
that they gain access to authority through an active process of 
exchange with their parents. In effect, growing up in a 
family implies a partnership, a conjoint effort in which 
power and authority are shared between the generations. 
With the passage of time, they are gradually transmitted 
from age to youth as they are functionally earned, although 
at very different rates. 

A model built upon the process of negotiation requires 
adolescents and parents to confront themselves and each 
other around rules, regulations, guidelines, discipline, codes, 
and values. Ideally, this confrontation would bring the power 
and authority dilemmas of both generations out into the 
open, and foster the achievement of a sound functional basis 
for control and regulation within the family. Through 
negotiation, adolescents can explore, test out, challenge, 
learn, and ultimately acquire decision-making power within 
the family and in the home; through demonstrated compe
tence and maturity they would achieve authority as well. In 
this way, parents too could maintain an effective and suc
cessful basis for their authority and for their use of power
their authority would continue to be functionally earned or 
legi,timated. 

229 
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The model of negotiation stipulates that regulatory func
tions and behavior in a family are part of a mutual process. 
Thus, parents cannot regulate the mores or every aspect of 
the behavior of their adolescent children. Regulation is re
ciprocal: one cannot talk about responsibility-taking without 
considering concomitantly responsibility-giving; nor can the 
behavior of an adolescent around issues of discipline be 
studied without taking into account the behavior of his par
ents around the same issues of discipline. The adolescent's 
disrespect toward parents or disregard for their authority is 
all too often complemented by the parents' lack of respect for 
themselves, for each other, or more significant still, for their 
own authority. 

To look at regulation as reciprocal does not negate the 
importance of each individual's internal controls. Instead, it 
puts these individual mechanisms to work in their current 
psychosocial context. The way the individual adolescent uses 
his controls continues to be shaped by his current interac
tions with his parents, just as their behavioral control is 
influenced and shaped by their exchanges with him. 

Similarly, the use of an interpersonal model for the resolu
tion of authority conflicts does not negate the importance of 
unconscious, intrapsychic conflicts originating in earlier 
stages of development, or of the internalized parental images 
that may have been distorted under conditions of disturbed 
development. One consideration here, of course, is that dis
torted internalized images have to be continually reinforced 
by parental reality for there to be clinically significant and 
excessive authority conflict in adolescence. While, as de
scribed, at various developmental stages it is possible for a 
child to begin to internalize inaccurately distorted parental 
images, the very concept of healthy development implies that 
parents' supportive and emotionally appropriate real selves 
will eventually allow undistorted internal images to replace 
the child's distortions. Where the child has internalized par-
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ental images that are both maladaptive in authority related 
areas and also reasonably accurate representations of the 
parents' actual deficits, they are less likely to be spontane
ously replaced. It is possible that they could, to be sure; the 
parents themselves may be able to change and to grow and 
undo earlier damage, or significant others may add construc
tive facets to the internalized perception of adult authorities. 

Parents whose true deficiencies are internalized by the 
child will more often than not continue to have difficulties in 
authority interactions with the child and continue to display 
similar or related conflicts. The longer such reinforcement 
continues, the more difficult it will be to modify. Thus, if 
such parents sincerely and even successfully try to change, 
perhaps through such family therapy as exemplified below, 
the now adolescent will not at first recognize or credit that 
change. For a variable and sometimes extended period, the 
youngster will be struggling more against the internalized 
objects than the real parents. Considerable time and work 
are often necessary to replace the past with the present, and 
to prevent the youngster's causing the parents to continue to 
act the way they used to simply because his responses con
tinue to indicate that he expects them to. He usually even 
wants them to continue past behavior because that at least is 
what he is used to dealing with, and the dysfunctional 
authority struggles defend him against the often frightening 
newness of having to take genuine responsibility for himself. 

Mutual regulation in a family depends on the establish
ment of effective roles and boundaries (generational, paren
tal, marital, sibling). Confusion, inconsistency, and conflict in 
regard to such elements of family life are all too common. 
When they are present they distort and may impede regula
tory functions within a family; this in turn begets serious 
authority conflicts. In addition to exploring and resolving 
these struggles, negotiation provides a process for develop
ing effective interpersonal boundary management. 
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did interrupt as he pleased, and to appease him, or to induce 
better behavior and school work, bribes of expensive gifts or 
extra spending money were frequently offered. The parents 
not only felt ineffectual and powerless in dealing with Tom, 
they were also afraid of offending him and losing his love. 
Indeed, there was a significant reversal of roles with Tom 
making decisions about family and parental matters, and 
expressing approval or disapproval regarding his parents' 
behavior. If one of his parents sided with him, or acceded to 
his wishes, he expressed approval; at the same time he would 
criticize the other parent for failing to do the same thing. 

As family interviews progressed, it became dear that 
Tom's current problems were an exacerbation of long
standing patterns. The parents had always been over
indulgent and unable to control him. This was especially true 
of Mrs. B., who was overprotective and tended to react in
tensely to everything he did. Despite its negative valence, the 
intensity of Mrs. B.'s response to Tom's misdeeds indicated 
how much she cared and how much she was concerned by 
them. She indicated that she was closer to Tom than his 
father was, and emphasized their "special" relationship. 

The most dramatic aspect of the interpersonal processes in 
the B. family involved authority and power issues. Tom 
disregarded parental wishes and was openly disrespectful. 
He challenged his parents' motives and interests, devalued 
their judgment, and questioned their intelligence. Moreover, 
Tom expressed distrust of adults in general and contempt 
for governmental and school authorities. He often told 
stories of teachers being hypocritical and unfair, and he 
brought up newspaper articles regarding governmental mis
takes or mismanagement. 

Mr. and Mrs. B. contributed to Tom's conflicts with 
authority in many ways. They were inconsistent and con
tradictory in their expectations and demands. More to the 
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point, they were at cross purposes: what Mrs. B. proposed, 
Mr. B. faulted or did not support; and whatever Mr. B. 
proposed Mrs. B. undermined. Fundamental to this pattern 
of parental disagreement was an underlying marital conflict. 
Mrs. B. resented her husband's devotion to business and his 
frequent traveling. She felt lonely and unappreciated. Mr. 
B., in turn, resented his wife's complaints, her inability to 
cope when he was away, and her desperate telephone calls to 
do something about Tom. 

Excerpts from a clinical session will demonstrate the na
ture of the adult-adolescent authority gap that existed in 
their family. The following excerpt is from an early treat
ment hour: 

Mrs. B.: As soon as the family is seated, Mrs. B. says the 
week went "pretty well," and then launches into a description 
of Tom's bad habits and "fresh" behavior. She implies that he 
may be mixed up in drug use with his friends, and comments 
that his friends seem "awfully wild." But rather than deal 
openly with this concern, she focuses on Tom's "fresh" be
havior at home. Looking for help, she cites an example. "Tom 
didn't get up when he was called. I went up three times. 
Harry wasn't home. (To Tom) You wouldn't do that if your 
father were home. If he was home ... " 

Tom: (Interrupts-aside to his father)-"Boy, I can see 
why you like to go on trips (referring to mother's nagging)." 

Mr. B. (Smiles at Tom's remark.) 
:\frs. B.: (Going on, speaking to the therapist)-"Then when 

he did come down, he did nothing but complain about my 
cooking-we don't have anything interesting for breakfast. 
Then when I asked about his homework, he flew into a rage. 
He was like a wild man; I couldn't do a thing to stop him. 
(Weakly, to Tom)-"You shouldn't talk to me that way, 
Tommy ... It got so bad ... that's when I called Harry." 

Tom: (Again interrupting)-"Boy, do you exaggerate ... 
You don't know what you're talking about. She's really a case, 
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anisms for transmitting authority. As a result there was no 
clear means by which Tom could explore and test out his 
parents' authority, no framework within which he could in
crease his own responsibility taking, and no way to acquire 
appropriate access to legitimate power and authority of his 
own. While it is true that Tom had access to a certain degree 
of power by role reversal, belligerence, and by bullying
especially of his mother and brother-this power was 
short-lived, not legitimate, and at times anxiety provok
ing. The opportunity to resolve their authority conflicts ap
pealed to the B. family and they agreed to work on this area, 
using the model of negotiation. 

The model of negotiation is intended to provide a family 
with a structured means of exploring and resolving authority 
conflicts. This approach encourages the parents not to try to 
use power to regulate their adolescent son's or daughter's 
mores and behavior. Instead it emphasizes the reciprocal 
nature of regulatory patterns in a family. The goal is mutual 
regulation. 

The model of negotiation was applied to the B. family. 
The steps taken in setting up the process were as follows: 

l. Mrs. B.'s position as ineffectual, devalued and "sick" was
not accepted and was, indeed, actively countered. After
underscoring areas of her competence and observing that
she didn't give herself enough credit, the therapist estab
lished the firm guideline that she must not allow herself
(or be allowed by others in the family) to fall into this
devalued position. (At the same time, this countered Mrs.
B.'s attempts to control and exert power by inactivity,
weakness and failure.)

2. Tom was required to negotiate all issues directly with both

parents around self-care, self-management, privileges,
rules and responsibility taking. The therapist offered to be
his consultant (a combination of assistant, advisor, and
mentor) in these negotiations.

3. Mr. and �1rs. B. were asked to form a team. While they did
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not have to be in complete agreement with each other, only

mutually agreed upon rules, regulations, limits, and re
wards would be recognized and operate in the negotiation 
process. 

4. It was emphasized that Tom needed to take initiative and
assert himself effectively. In relation to each issue for
negotiation which Tom brought up directly, the parents
had to decide whether it was negotiable or non-negotiable.
Tom could n<_>t exp�ct his parents to meet his needs simply
because he wished 1t. At the same time his parents had to
decide what they were willing to negotiate. The parents in
turn were encouraged to use the therapist as a consultant
on the criteria for deciding what was and what was not
negotiable. For the most part this came down to whether
�he parents were willing to share or relinquish responsibil
ity of an age-appropriate nature to Tom if they felt that he
rnuld manage it satisfactorily. Non-negotiab.le issues in
volved parental standards, . values, best judgment, and
strong preferences regarding life style.*

In addition to establishing the framework for negotiation, 
a number of goals were set up in connection with the family's 
personal-interpersonal problems: 

l. To strengthen the parental dyad by increasing the fre
quency and effectiveness of their communication, provid
ing them with more mutual satisfaction and esteem, and
increasing their resistance to their son's disrespect.

2. To strengthen the intergenerational boundaries and les
sen the strength of Tom's dependency and authority con
flict by countering his ability to split his parents by means
of allying himself with one of them against the other.

* ·n:e pro�ess of negotiation requires parents to take responsibility for their adoles
cents '_"ellare. It further asks ;,II the involved family members to make commitments 
to the un�ortance a_nd value of their r_elation_ship to each other. Through exploring
and clec1dmg wh�t 1� and 1s not 11egouahle, family members discover the reciprocal
mu_urc of aut�ority issues and begin to define the values, codes, and guidelines bv 
which they will regulate their lives. 
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3. To strengthen Tom's age-appropriate autonomy in rela
tion to his parents by getting him to take responsibility for
his own affairs.

4. Within the context of the patients' functioning as a team,
to improve father-son interaction with mother's supp_or�,
and to increase mother's ability to set limits and to d1sc1-
pline Tom with her husband's support.

The authority struggles in the B. family were really a cover 
for a whole series of underlying personal-interpersonal con
flicts. In the course of the clinical effort to structure a process 
of negotiation for them, these issues be_came ever n:io_r� ma�
if est. As Torn continued to avoid takmg respons1b1hty, his 
anxiety about growing up, his concern over body size, and his 
fear of competing became much clearer. Obviously he pre
f erred to remain enmeshed in authority struggles and to 
hide his anxieties behind the overprotectiveness of his 
mother and the overcontrol of his father. As they explored 
the reality issues involved in their frequent arguments over 
discipline, it became evident that the failure to resolve these 
issues was a conflict-detouring mechanism which helped the 
parents avoid facing their own personal problems. Mrs. B. 
did not have to confront her chronic depression, and Mr. B. 
his constant fear of business failure. Both could thus evade 
dealing with their marital discord. 

The new emphasis on defining appropriate boundaries 
between the generations and on clarifying parental roles 
began to counter the pathological patterning that sur
rounded authority in their family life.* Helping Mr. and 
Mrs. B. work as a team was a critical factor in developing 
effective family negotiations around discipline. 'fhe father's 

.. It is important to note that the treatment process which is_condense� here to_ok a
long time and underwent many vicissitudes. Family therapy 1s a powerful t�chmq1_1c 
with plenty of possibilities for negative or destructive effects. To max11111 .. e its 
benelits, it must be employed with a great deal ol care. 
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role became a particular focus. Mr. B. learned to support his 
wife and to provide leadership in their parental teamwork. 
They began to make progress in establishing flexible but 
consistent limits for Tom. In the face of his parents' team
work, Tom was forced to bring more issues to negotiation. 
He was in turn encouraged to earn rights and privileges. As 
father's leadership role in the family became more central, 
Mrs. B. was relieved of much of her overinvolvement in 
parental functions. Con(:omitantly, she was able to become 
more involved in meeting her husband's needs, their social 
needs, and her own adult needs. Tom responded well to his 
father's becoming more forceful and effective, and he 
seemed relieved by the lessening of his mother's overin
volvement in his affairs. As Tom succeeded in handling 
more responsibility, he became more able to talk about his 
anxieties. At the same time he was able to take some risks, 
particularly in his school work. Eventually he was able to 
bring these latter concerns to the therapist for individual 
work, as well as to his parents for their support and help. 
Finally, when discipline problems were no longer a concern, 
Mr. and Mrs. B. chose to continue treatment as a couple 
focusing on their marital difficulties. 

Usefulness and applicability of the negotiation model 

l. The empirical testing-out quality of negotiation is designed to
enable parents to discover the confusions and contradictions
in their use of authority. This is particularly needed with
disorganized homes and in families where the parents dis
agree. This approach helps parents recognize their lack of
confidence in the effectiveness of their authority, their use of
postures of authority without conviction, of forms without
substance .

Parents are also helped to articulate the goals and objec
tives of control, limit-setting, discipline and punishment with 
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their adolescent children. Many parents do not have a c�e�r 

sense of what they seek to achieve through the use of d1�c1-

pline ; some parents use controls to demonstrate �nd main

tain a position of superior power; o:her p�ren�s control out

of anxiety about their adolescent chtldr�n � actmg out sex�

ally, in relation to drugs, or in some cn�mal mani:ier. S�tll 

other parents exert control in one area with the magical w1�h 

that it will lead to control in another area (e.g., good habits

will result in good school work). 
Finally, this empirical quality of negotiation enabl�s ado

lescents and their parents to question and disagree with one

another. Each confronts himself an� each other around

rules, regulations, codes, and values m order to �evelop a

functional basis for mutual regulation in the famJly. Once

some clarity and consistency have been achieved, �dolescents

can challenge and test out in relati�n to speofic values.

Perhaps for the first time, parents begm r�pcatedly �o �xp�

rience an effective basis for their authority .. Neg.ouatton �s 

less concerned with the content of authont�; mstead,. it

places greater emphasis on the process by "".h1ch autho�•-�Y

issues within the family are mediated. It prov1d�s a pract1�l

means· for adolescents to explore, learn, and ult�mate�y ?am

access to decision making, power, and authority w1thm a

family context. d l 
It should be noted that the developmental mo � 

suggested here is not common in the adult world. In the1_r

own relations with authorities, adults seldom have an expen

ence with a person in authority who is �ot only ben�v.olent,

but who also indicates that ultimately his or her pos1uon or

function can be taken over. Indeed, for many adul�s, the

"real" world as they know it is "dog-eat-dog �':1d devil take

the hindmost." In view of this, it is not surpnsmg_that they

tend to transmit to their offspring the ov_ercon�rolhng, over

bearing and aggressive forms _of authority wh1c� they hav�
. d What is stressed m the adult world is the over 

experience . h b t al
throw of authority by subversion or assault, or t e es ow 
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of authority as a gift or a birthright, or access to authority by 
accommodation-being good, playing your cards right, 
being accepted into a position of power and authority. These 
modes of accession to power and authority would be too 
dangerous, or would be contrary to growth-producing re
sponses to the needs of rhe developing adolescent. 

2. There are a number of qualities inherent in negotia
tion. Among these are direct exchange to resolve disagreement 
and bargaining to remove obstacles and achieve progress. 
Such approaches enable parents to approach authority issues 
in terms of their standards, values and best judgment. It is 
obviously better to work out decisions about control and 
discipline in terms of educational and character building 
oqjectives, than in terms of threat and coercion. This ap
proach helps parents to avoid the one in favor of the other. 
At the same time, it provides adolescents direct experience 
with parents who are willing to work on solving problems 
with them. It also assists parents in avoiding hypocritical or 
indefensible positions. These are stances that adolescents 
readily perceive, and may use as excuses for realizing their 
own impulses. 

It is a growth experience for adolescents to show initiative 
and assert themselves in relation to obtaining changes in 
rules and increased freedom. It is essential, however, that 
these youngsters earn their freedom and rule changes 
through demonstrating that they can carry the additional 
responsibility involved. It takes active intervention to counter 
the common tendency to grant authority through false 

progression-e.g., through parental abdication of responsi� 
bility or the overturning of parental authority. 

3. Negotiation emphasizes relative parity, equivalent'but not
identical rights, and the critical importance of mutual respect; in 
this way it assists adolescents and their parents to correct for 
overvaluing or undervaluing one another . Respect and es
teem can increase as a result of a sense of competence in 
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negotiating boundary management �nd mutua_l reg�lation.
In addition, adolescents learn that this respect 1s reciprocal, 
and that their parents can accept responding to the adoles
cents' expectations, goals and values. There is a very com
mon tendency for parents to overvalue their adolescents a�d 
to overinvest in parental roles. The corollary of such ovenn
vestment in the parental role is the lack of sufficient and 
appropriate investment in other roles. P�re�ts often sac.rifice
their own personal, marital or social aspirat10ns :o the mt�r
ests of their children. In a similar way, frustration and dis
satisfaction in marital, social or work functioning can lead to 
defensive overcompensatory emphasis on parental func
tions. As a result, the authority of one or both parents may be 
used or misused to cope with stress in other aspects of the 
parents' lives. , . Negotiation should help parents to funct10n a� a team_ of
mutually helpful partners in dealing with authority conflicts 
within the family. This lessens the common tendency of 
troubled parents to blame, oppose, and undermine each 
other, a phenomenon that is peculiarly detrimental to ado
lescents. Struggling to master the developmental tasks of 
adolescence, youth is not helped by seeing his par�nts fight
ing over discipline, splitting over regu�at?ry . issues, or
threatening separation. One goal of negot1at1on 1s to fo�ter 
individual and mutual esteem in the parental partnership. 

4. By focusing on the ongoing current of authority conflicts in
the family, negotiation can serve as a useful means of un
covering and bringing these conflicts into the open. As part 
of this process, adolescent and parental concerns about 
authority are brought out and dealt with. Adolescent vie�s
on authority and power in general, their disillusionment with 
social and moral values, or with the authority of the law and 
government come to the forefront and can be distinguished 
from their legitimate conflicts with parents. An exchange of 
views on Watergate, racism, the work ethic, or middle-class 
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social structure between adolescents and their parents can be 
quite therapeutic, but these issues must be separated from 
intrafamilial authority struggles. Similarly, the authority di
lemma of parents can become manifest. The parents' realistic 
difficulty in knowing �hat codes to use in guiding their 
adolescents is acknowledged, and their uncertainties regard
ing social and sexual mores, drug use, political activities, 
dress, and behavior are readily brought out in direct ex
change with their youngsters. No fixed value position on 
these issues is likely to hold up for long; the empirical ap
proach that emerges from negotiation has at least the advan
tage that its effectiveness can be corrected and stabilized by 
feedback. 

5. Negotiation provides a structured and controlled tech
nique by means of which family members can struggle as 
aggressively as necessary in resolving disagreements. Since 
authority conflicts involve considerable frustration and 
anger, negotiation can involve a good deal of aggressive 
confrontation and direct expression of ambivalent 
feelings-feelings with contradictory elements of hostility and 
caring exist at the same time. In certain respects negotiation 
teaches family members to recognize, express, and resolve 
ambivalent feelings, and to fight effectively and fairly to 
achieve their ends. It can thus serve as a vehicle for family 
members to learn to subordinate aggressive impulses to the 
satisfaction of personal-interpersonal needs and the attain
ment of mutual or complementary goals. 

There has been insufficient recognition of, and respect 
for, the inevitability of ambivalence in intrafarnilial relation
ships (or for that matter in any other important strongly 
invested relationship). It is important to have a structured, 
controlled opportunity for family members to express their 
ambivalence toward each other in a comfortable way. Re
gardless of the particular normality/pathology balance 
present in a given family, the process of negotiation focuses 
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attention on the family's difficulties in managing aggressive
feelings and behavior. Rather than viewing such res_pon�es as
"bad" and unwanted, they are experienced as �n rne�ttable 

and, in many ways, a necessary pa':"t of fami�y hf�. W1th?ut
direct expression of aggressive feeh?g, espec1�lly m relat�on

to interpersonal libidinal frustration, conflict resolution
within the family is seriously hampered. 

It is thus necessary to express anger over frustration _of
needs within the family as part of this process; the negott�
tion model assists parents and adolescents to be ap�ropn
ately counter-aggressive, to oppose ?ur�ful aggre�s1ve be
havior effectively, and to defend the1:' rights and ,mterests.
Parents often fear their own and their adolescent s aggres
siveness. As a result they may be too indulgent; they worry
that a struggle for control may become too dangerous , �r 

they may engage in a struggle for power as though their
authority is really threatened. Adolescents� on_ the other
hand often see their parents lose control of thelf anger or
give �p prematurely, rather than experiencing _their parents
as capable of goal-directed, controlled aggress1�·eness-e.g.:fighting effectively for their own and other family members 
rights and interests. 

During their growing up, adolescents have often had_ little 

experience with transgressing parental standards or wishes,
or with discovering that they can make their parents very
angry without injury to their mutual relationship. They ofte_nhave not had occasion to off end and anger par�nts by the�r 

aggressive behavior and then to be able to resutt�te, repalf
and be forgiven. Similarly, most parents _have ha? little exp:
rience with restituting, repairing, and bemg forgiven by th�lf
children when their aggressive behavior has been excessive
and hurtful. Families need to encounter the limits of aggres
sive feelings and behavior, and to develop the �bi!ity to undo
and atone, to forgive and forget. In negotlatmg arou_nd
authority conflicts, one expects expressions of aggression
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which will hurt feelings, offend, and anger. These actu
alizations of ambivalence offer opportunities for family
members to learn how to cope with hurt, to make up after
wards, and to forgive.

This is an extremely difficult task for families in our soci
ety because social, economic, and political forces tend to
oppose this development. In virtually all social and work
groups, even the mildest forms of aggression or ambivalence
expressed within the group are strongly discouraged or
punished. Groups of affiliation rarely tolerate direct aggres
sive resolution of disagreement or conflict. Instead, ambiva
lence is projected and displaced onto scapegoat<; or outside
groups. Conformity is the expectation and members of the 

groups are warned not to "make waves" or "rock the boat."
Economic, social, and power status sanctions reinforce the
demand for conformity and the prohibitions against being
anything but nice.

Negotiation provides a functionally useful means by which
adolescents and their parents can undertake the difficult task
of dealing with their ambivalent feelings and with the kinds
of frustrations that bring these feelings into being. Family
members learn to be more comfortable in communicating
ambivalence in relation to interpersonal need frustration.
This enables them to engage in conflict resolution more
effectively. As a result, they become more successful in meet
ing each other's needs (they do indeed learn how to make
love, not war). 

6. By its structure and function, negotiation tends to
counter "you" versus "me" positions and converts them into
"we" exchanges, which hopefully become agreements. This
process fosters mutual identification among family members.
Emphasis is placed on complementarity, partnerships, team
work, common goals, and mutually beneficial solutions. This
promotes family members' identifying with each other's
needs, interests, and goals. Mutual identification, in turn,
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facilitates the management of ambivalence a�d a�gres�ion 

· h" the family system. Through mutual 1denuficauon,
wit m . • k" 
family members e}{perience each other as alhes m wo_r 1�g

out conflict, rather than solely as gratifying or frustrat�ng m

relation to needs. Mutual identification modulates the !�ten

sity of intrafamilial conflict and counters th: on�-wm_ner

model of conflict resolution. Through mutual 1dent1ficauon,

parents and adolescents can e}{�erienc� sustained and endur

ing qualities in their relationship relatively �naff�cted by the

vicissitudes of need frustration or grau?ca�ion around

authority struggles. Thus, mutual identi�cat10n mcr�ases the

satisfactions and decreases the threats m the relations be-

tween adolescents and their parents. _ . 
Mutual identification contributes to one of t_he mo�t im

portant advantages of the negotia�ion model-it ?_�ov1des a

process by which adolescents can gam ac_ce�s to d�c1S1on mak

ing, power, and authority. While negotiation off:rs a m�ans 

for parents and adolescents to work out authority �onf�1cts,

and establish short-term rules, reg_ulations, and gmdehnes,

the rapidity of change in our society makes the con
.
tent of

authority (long-term guidelines, codes, values) uncertain and

open to question and doubt. This rapidi _ty of change makes

the process by which authority is t:�nsm1�ted from on_e �en

eration to the ne}{t all the more cntical. Und�r such circum

stances parents cannot be confident. r�gardmg the fu�ur�.

They recognize the difficulty of pred1ctmg what adult hf e 1s

going to be like for their adolescents, and they know they

cannot guide adolescents in terms o� what to do when. t�ey

grow up. N egotiation, however, provides a mean� of gu1dmg

the voung in terms of how to address them�elves in a respon

sibl� way to whatever may arise. Research n�to �l�e processes

of interaction which characterize healthy fa1�ihes str?n?ly

validates the advantageous qualities of negot1at1on

enumerated here by demonstrating that just such open, af-
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filiative, conflict-resolving qualities are directly related to the 
emotional health of the family members. 1 

7. The negotiation model is in no way limited to family
interactions or family therapy; the use of a family example 
should not obscure this broader applicability. The quality of 
family relationships that embodies the principles of negotia
tion are not only growth producing childrearing principles, 
but also are of therapeutic value when they must be applied 
in non-home settings such as institutions and schools. 
Negotiation as a therapeutic approach to family conflicts 
deals with intragroup dynamics, whereas authority conflicts 
between adolescents and adults in schools or institutions such 
as treatment and correctional homes often have more aspects 
of, or begin at least as, intergroup conflicts; they do not have 
a pre-existing, cross-generational group identity. 

It is in these non-family arenas that one often confronts 
most sharply the persistent struggle with the internalized 
parental object. Particularly with institutionalized or delin
quent youngsters the original parents were particuiarly nox
ious. They now may be separated from the parents by re
moval from home, or perhaps by death, and it is not the 
parents who are trying or able to modify their own images in 
the youngster's mind. It is often more difficult and takes 
much more and longer effort to help an adolescent incorpo
rate more legitimate ways of dealing with his own or others' 
authority when the original internalized parental image re
mains an unchanged negative one. 

It is often possible, however, to create the family group 
identity in non-family settings, and in fact it is advantageous 
to do so. It recreates the family setting and replaces the 
original dysfunctional one with an emotionally reeducative 
one. Particularly in the small group format of good treat
ment and correctional homes, the adolescent can reexperi
ence the painful emotions and unconstructive coping tech-
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niques associated with his home situation, and learn new and 
more functional authority related behavior. In such settings 
the dynamics quickly become intragroup and provide a 
model for future groups, including his own future family, of 
which the adolescent will be part. 

Even in groups where adolescents and adults do not re
main constantly together, as in public and non-residential 
schools, the model has validity for conflict resolution. Al
though the interactions remain largely intergroup, the 
applicability is determined by the degree to which the adults 
are willing to legitimate their authority in open exchange 
with the adolescents, rather than simply to exert power. 
Where they are willing to share authority in appropriate 
areas, to negotiate increasing life space responsibility, there 
will be more effective relationships between the generations. 
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6 
CONCLUSION 

The students of human psychological development and 
behavior, especially when they attempt to discern and to 
foster the "healthy," invariably confront certain omnipresent 
dilemmas. One is the staggering complexity of the subject. 
Some years ago, our Committee on Adolescence formulated 
a modest-length report on normal adolescence.* Learning to 
�xercise legitimate and flexible personal and social authority 
1s but one of many equally vital tasks hopefully achieved 
during normal adolescence. This report focuses upon only 
that one aspect, and it is much longer and more 
detailed. Yet with regard to every issue discussed we are 
aware of how much more of what is known or speculated 
could be added and, far more sobering, of how much is not 
known. 

Another dilemma is inherent in our clinical focus. Every 
experienced psychiatrist knows too well the intimate inter
p�ay between health and pathogenic conflict, to deny that 
disturbance teaches invaluable lessons about health. But it 
remains true that illness is a variation of health, not the other 
way around. It is illness, however, that clamors for our atten
tion and, on the worldly level, has commanded the lion's 
share of financial and research resources because human 
suffering and social damage are involved. Nonetheless, we 
must constantly remind ourselves of relatively how much less 

* Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry. NORMAL ADOLESCENCE: ITS
?g��tMICS AND IMPACT, GAP Report '.',lo. 68 (New York: GAP, February
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we understand in depth about those who have not needed to 
present themselves for our scrutiny. 

In a related vein is the sense of caution and humility 
engendered in anyone who would address the delineation of 
"normal." We tend to think of normal in terms of process
an openness to and capacity for interactions throughout the 
developmental phases of the life cycle that enhance freedom 
of choice, responsible and rewarding interpersonal relation
ships, and the realization of mental and emotional potential. 
Yet these are almost indefinable generalities. We offer 
negotiation as one kind of model of maturation-promoting 
interaction, but we are mindful that this is too often an elitist 
model, less applicable or unavailable to those, for example, 
who have little capacity for verbal communication, who have 
no viable and stable youth-adult matrix in which to carry on 
negotiation, or who need an amenable family with whom to 
negotiate. 

And inevitably there is the spectre of unwitting ethnocen
trism, however alert we may try to be to evidences of its 
presence. Of what value are our formulations when applied 
to a preliterate culture with ritualized, traditional modes for 
the transmission of power and authority? Are we willing to 
attempt to def end the value position that such non
authoritarian modes of accession to authority as we prefer 
are truly better for all people? Or that all those who have 
successfully utilized different modes are "disturbed," "imma
ture," or culturally less highly evolved? Might there be immi
nent but unforeseeable alterations of such magnitude in man
kind's social and physical environment that would render 
our cherished processes of normal development-however 
effective until now-utterly inapplicable? How would learn
ing to exercise legitimate authority in the rearing of children 
benefit the individual couple in a world in which the decision 
to procreate were no longer an individual right? 

Such dilemmas off er us a tempering perspective, but they 
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need not cause a paralyzing nihilism. We can only address 
the times and circumstances that are possible for us to know, 
and we can be content with that human limitation. That 
understood, some conclusions and principles can be drawn 
from the foregoing report: 

I. Both power and authority are human realities; given
the history of mankind it is futile to deplore the use of power 
in human interactions. Adolescents should be helped to 
understand both-in particular their dynamic differences
and to cope with both. 

2. Power is often exerted in just those interpersonal rela
tionships in which authority transactions would be more con
structive. In such circumstances, power can be seen as a 
defense engendered by the failure to have legitimated one's 
authority, or the failure to recognize that one's authority 
need not apply in a given situation. 

3. Appropriately legitimated and exercised, and transmit
ted from generation to generation, authority functions ap
pear to be more flexible and more constructively adaptable 
to a wider range of human relationships than is the exertion 
of power. However, there inevitably will be circumstances in 
the healthy rearing of children in which it is necessary to 
exert power. 

4. Learning to exercise authority or to wield power is most
obvious as a task during adolescence, but it is in fact a con
tinuing process virtually from birth. Because of the deter
mining strength of this earlier learning, the later 
adolescent/authority interactions may at times bear little rela
tion to the realities of the context in which they occur. 

5. Some of the conflict between adolescents and adult
authorities is determined by the normal developmental con
flicts of adolescence; other aspects are related to individual 
family interactions and cultural power/authority postures 
that provide additional reasons for conflict and probably 
determine the manifest expressions of such conflict. 
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advantages or disadvantages could certainly provide a biological 
basis for reflection in attitudes and behaviors. 

Biologically based emotional vulnerabilities are more clearly 
relevant. Girls achieve their appropriate sexual identity consonant 
with their first love object, mother. Boys must dis-identify with that 
first object in order to individuate as males; not only does this 
enforce added tasks in achieving secure masculine sexual identity, 
but also there is the constant pull both toward wanting to be like the 
opposite sex and toward infantile passive dependence-both of 
which must be struggled against. It is suggested that the consis
tently higher cross-cultural rates of sexual deviations in males com
pared with females reflects the innately greater biological complica
tions along the course of masculine sex identity and, therefore, the 
sex-specific vulnerability to conflict and failure. Sex-linked dif
ferences in tolerance toward sexual deviations may share the same 
basis. 

Kestenberg10 focuses upon the anatomical difference of pre-
dominantly internal and invisible genitals and sexual sensations in 
girls, in contrast with mainly external and visible genitals and 
sexual sensations in boys, and links the different ego devel
opmental and coping tasks posed by one or the other bodily condi
tion with various sex-linked personality characteristics and tasks. 
Likewise, a number of studies of anatomical sex differences and 
their differential sex-specific effects arc summarized in Gad
paille.11 Anatomy is not destiny in the specific and female deroga
tory sense originally theorized by Freud, but neither are anatomy 
and physiology meaningless. Different environments produce 
different people, and each sex possesses and grows up in different 
bodily environments. 

This brief listing is not even a comprehensive enumeration of 
categories of data supporting innate masculine/feminine dif
ferences; presentation of the data themselves and the original 
sources would comprise at least a monograph in itself. It is not 
implied that the factors mentioned affect all persons or even the 
majority of persons to the same degree or in the same manner. And 
it is unquestioned that most or all innate sex differences currently 
identified are massively modifiable by learning and by social forces. 
This summary is appended here simply so that the incorporation of 
innate masculine/feminine differences in the reasoning and thesis 
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of the text does not stand undocumented or without allowing the 
reader to pursue the bases for the concept. 
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APPENDIX B 

The considerable research linking higher levels of aggressive be
havior with androgenic substances, of which testosterone appears 
the most potent, has been comprehensively reviewed by Moyer. 1 

That there is a quantitative and possibly qualitative distinction 
between typical male and female aggressiveness is not demon
strated by statistical incidences of specific behaviors alone. Estro
gens produce calming of violent aggression in men, and androgens 
increase such aggression in women. Ehrhardt and Baker2 have 
reported that fetally androgenized girls not only display more 
typically male aggressive play behavior, but also initiate more 
fights. Goldberg3 has correlated the hormonal data with cultural 
anthropological data, and has marshalled impressive documenta
tion for hormonally determined male aggressiveness as the basis of 
the predominance of patriarchy. 

What is alluded to here is the consistent statistical difference in 
direct interpersonal aggression as expressed by men or women. It 
is dear that there are some women who are more violently aggres
sive than most men, and some men more avoidant of direct aggres
sion than most women. In so predominantly learning an animal as 
Homo sapiens, innate tendencies are highly modifiable and excep
tions are to be expected. The existence of occasional, isolated 
cultures in which typical male aggressiveness is not overtly observa
ble is no more surprising than the existence of individual excep
tions. The question of whether such cultural exceptions, if genuine, 
result from the ability of socialization consistently to override male 
aggressiveness or from locally inbred differences in fetal an
drogenization is completely unresearched. However, the issue is 
not whether male aggressiveness and its often deplorable be
havioral, interpersonal, and social consequences can be construc
tively modified by appropriate childrearing and socialization; 
hopefully it can. The issue is to what extent male physiology con
tributes a biological component to masculine social behavior that 
has affected the course of male dominated history, and that com
plicates the process of currently desired socialization. 
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